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Indianapolis? GREAT!
TAvr;iE-'Cirr taile by JOOP GERRITSMA andFridayeverybody

Saturday, but instead I let the
the

on

The Indianapolis group which
organized the 1987 edition of
the

talking. It
'o2 dopictures

suffices to say that there
In this. our post-convent-

ion issue, we present a review
of this annual airliner enthu

siast spectacular. Held in In

dianapolis, Indiana, AI'87 had
an attendance of 770, inclu

ding WAHS members and vendors,
literally from around the

world. The vast majority of
those in attendance were of

interestea report by JET
Hawaiian Airlines'

cards are reviewed

Reese and Tom Dtagges
some new playing cards for
to enjoy.

Dick Koran

challenges all

helping him
mystery" wing,

the answer, please write
or myself and we'll

publish the information

all get to know a little
more.

who

aviation.

We encourage young people
to visit the airport," Dan

the airport’s
director, said at

the convention. To help them

enjoy the signts and sounds of
airport, IND will put in an

observation deck and
amenities, just

in Thompson,
safety

by Carl
found

are was

whatever
●yInternationalAirliners plenty for

his or her particular
I added several

airliner photos and books to my
collection

everyone,
M

Convention has every reason to
be proud of their efforts. It
was a super event and ran very
smoothly. I had a great time
and so did everyone else.

, We all made and renewed many
friendships and I extend a spe
cial thank you to the LOG edi
tors who I had the pleasure of
meeting again.

I even spoke lots of
throughout the three
There were nine or

present who either
over from Holland just for

event, or who now are residents
of the U.S. or Canada and who

the language. I
the ol

-w interest.

{for

CP
or

me)new

<Orcutt,
executive

us
T

sub¬addedand
once interest

cards of

aga i n stantiaily to my new
collecting post

F-27,
operated by
airlines and of

airliners

of us the

FH-227 and F-28, aircraft
smaller Canadian

Canadian-built

(DHC, Canadair and

in

'Uidentify
If you do know

Dick

gladly

Oan a
IIother

thatcourse from the United States,
but

for

people
and

there

from as far away as Japan
New

alsowere
purpose.

This attitude is in
contrast with that of

airport
recently charged

Campbell
with

stark so we Dutch

days.
ten people
had flown

the

Noorduyn).
I picked up some other

which I'11 squir-
you

Chicago
authorities.

WAHS

and

crimina1

Zealand. It to the bitIS
pho-THURSDAY START

The extremely long line-up
at registration was the first
proof 1987 was going to be a
vintage year for A1. 770 people
registered (476 pre-registati-
ons and 294 walk-ins). They

from 39 states in the U.S.

U.S.

four Canadian

countries in

everlasting credit of AI'87
committee chairman Phil Brooks

and his committee

everything moved along
smoothly as it did. They did a
great job and deserve
everyone's heartfelt thanks.

Phil told me he will pass

on to A1 Minich in Denver

learned from

avoid

O’Hare

They
members

Thomas

trespass

taking pictures
from public property,
over the fence. How

you get?

tographs too,
rel away for now but which

in future editions
fit

Except for collecting thr
I am

But

five

Bill

6e

very specific subjects,
not a postcard collector,

enjoyed
historic

that Dave

Tanner

because

of
will see

the LOG because they
as in

I theseeing

postcards
Demarest sent for

they were

airliners
working on

with projects I am
or have plans for.

Several

of
have kept up
always enjoy speaking
mother tongue.

The

thisshooting
can

issue

five
from

have

contibutions

their

and

I editorsof the LOG. Four of

aircraft

the came

(including Kentucky), the
Virgin Islands,
provinces, seven
Europe and even from as far as
Japan, New Zealand and Chile.

Everyone was greeted with
the traditional "goodie bag
and while the trading floor
would open the following
morning, many people could not
wait and set up spontaneous

"mini mini- conventions" right
in the registration area.

The welcoming cocktail

party, sponsored by the Indy
Airline Enthusiasts and the

WAHS was the great social event
it always is, where friends

from past conventions meet
again and where new contacts
are made. I enjoyed
thoroughly.

I could go on and on about
the trading and selling, the
wheeling and dealing by

mean

commented in their

for this issue on

areas of interest
at the convention,

to the

shown are

Europe, from the time
was

three of

own

their
forchosen

AI'87, the Adam's Mark Hotel,
could not have been better.

There was plenty of room in a
pleasant environment.

location
whenwhatever he has

running AI'87 and how to
pitfalls.

With that in mind,

no hesitation to predict

AI'88 is going to be something
worth looking forward to. I

If you were
convention,

1988 .

I
still living

these

much there

1 have
But there is more,

in this issue of the LOG.
a profile of

Airli-

and

seen
acquisitions
I refer you especially

lums by Stan Baumwald,
Cole and Tom Dragges.

have not will no doubt do so in
as the deadline
was too close to the

to do so

more

myself.

Finally, I have included
page with information ^
three upcoming
mini-conventions, r
or whatever you want
them. I'd be glad to
publishing this
information, but I
only when you folks
know what you're
do not possess ESP
you drop me a
know about

Don Thomas has

little-known Mayflower
of 1936-44, George Cearley

early

I have

that
Gerry

Those who
CO

and

the entire

TT
thanksMy sincere

congratulations to
committee.

For the record, they are, as

listed in the AI program book;

about

ineetings,
meets

nes

shows ofschedules

Vickers Viscount
Richard Fedorco has photos
interim color schemes

the TWA/Ozark, Delta/
(Continent-
and North-

f or
due time,
this issue

convention for them

operations. swapknow I already am.

not at the Indy
of to

call

continue
result-

try to be at Denver
And for those who

been to one of these Airliners
International conventions,

first

in this time.

I had chosen the ramp of

Indianapolis airport tour as my
only trip outside the hotel and

■ The Mid

and

typeing from
Western, Texas Air
aD/People Express
west/Republic mergers.

Dick Luckin,

editor, presents
colum on airline dinnerware by

showing some great
Stan Baumwald talks about

recently-completed Junior Crev
Member Wings book,
shows swizzle sticks of

now-departed Western Air Lines
and long-departed Northeast.

We received and publish ir
this issue valuable additions
to the helicopter and Lockheed
twins histories.

neverhave of Phil

Vic

Emmett

Dan

tour

Brooks,

Russell,
Coffer,

Seldin,

Tom Young,

Chairman

co-chairman

treasurer

registration
airport ramp
tour transportation Jeff Shull,
model contest Steve

logistics Dave Cook,
members Randy Auble,
Clidinst, Jack Doddridge, Scott
Doddridge, Mike Matta, David
Maxey, Joe Painter, Mark
Shaffer and Art Smit Roeters.

can do so

let

planning,
and

try me
one

I was not disappointed.
Pacific Air

Airfreight 727 were new to me.
Too bad

officials would

close enough to take good shots
of the LAN Chile 707 freighter

on the ramp. The aircraft, it
was said, was there to bring
horses for the Pan American

Games the following week.

to make Denver your

- you won't regret it.
I was fascinated by Capt.

Frank Petee's address at Indy.
He started flying when I
still riding in a baby
age and although I
stories similar

it was quite another thing
hear them first-hand

flesh-and-blood pilot who
there, right in

when they happened.

Inewest

second

our

his
unless

^ don't
CFYS-11

line,

your meetings. airport and airline
not allow us

Bridges,

general
Bob

pieces,
his

Unfortunately, one of th
meetings listed in this issu^
is uncomfortably close to th
publication date and I wondej
if this issue is going to make
it through the mail
IT IS IMPORTANT THAT
ME KNOW AS SOON

was

carri-

read
it

have
Al Tasca

to his before.
to

from a

was

the cockpit.

time .
LET

CAN,

for

in

YOU

AS YOU

charge
events

'■With USAir being the of?icial
Potocards issued this special
22954.

AI'87, Flite-Line

737-3B7, N354AU, c/n
Phil Brooks photo at Indianapolis.

carrier of

card of
There is no

SHORT BUSINESS MEETING

The Friday night
business meeting must
broken records for

and for being the

ever. There was a presentation

by Al Minich about the virtues
of Denver. Colorado for AI'88

and that selection, made at the

AI in Hartford, Conn. last

year, was confirmed.
Bryant Pettit made a strong

pitch for Atlanta, Georgia for
AI'89 and Mark Coles countered

with a proposal for
Ontario, Canada in
won in a show-of-hands

Mark said he has been

special considerations

convention goers

Customs and that seemed to sway
many people. To the Atlanta

people I can only say: not

publicizing these
the LOG!

That is all

already have

material lined up for the
issue (Including lots of
related goodies) and
editors are also hard at

on their contributions by
time you read this.

Indianapolis
has

in WAHS

have

attendance

shortest

It seems

International

adopted

position toward

Airport
enlightened

people

V'

McCarran (LAS)

subject of a
Vegas

Airport is the

Las for

some

now. I

great

next

Dc-3
your

work

the

an

youna V

found at leastPS: I thought I had scored quite a coup when I
one of my LAN Chile 707 freighter shots taken a moving bus
during the IND ramp photo tour on the Saturday of the convention

Just before this LOG issue was closed off, Phil Brooks called
me to give me some convention details I needed.

He also told me of some other Interesting traffic at IND in
the week following the convention, in connection with the Pan Am
Games. The aircraft included:

Cubana IL-76, two Cubana
VARIG DC-lOs, Venezuelan Air Force C-130, Pern Ex Petroleum L-lOO
Hercules, Mexican Government 727 freighter. Pan Aviation 707
freighter and (rare for IND) Eastern A300 and 757.

When I asked him why he did not arrange the convention for a
week later, he said tht had been impossible because all hotels
in Indianapolis had been sold out months in advance.

Until then,
landings be
proper destination.

and may
on time and at the

all your

Toronto,
89 . Toronto

vote .

promised
f or

Canada

TU-154S (two flights each), two

by

32



Paul Goethe, Republic Airlines
first officer, who collapsed
and passed away at the very end
of the banquet at the 1982 AIC
in Newport Beach, Los Angeles,
California. He had been a major

and enthusiastic participant in
the convention.

Prizes were also awarded to
the model and

Their names are

this

issue.

getting AI'89 gives you an
extra year to prepare for a
super AI* 90.

The annual AIC is getting so
big, convention bureaus
several

competing
president Paul Collins said he
had received phone
three

bureaus with offers to organize
the AIC for us.

Finally, Paul said he had
dropped the idea of forming a
club executive, partly because
of total lack of interest by

members in any of the executive
positions and
there is no need for

said he’ll continue to be

president, secretary, treasurer
and chief-of-everything-else.
With the invaluable help of Pat
and Paula, of course.

in

cities

for

now

WAHS

are

it.
partly because

it. Paul

calls

convent ion

from
the winners of

photo contests,
recorded

fouror

elsewhere in

issue.

I am challenging

who goes to Denver in
consider entering
both contests.

several of

(especially
contest) went

The prospect was turned down

fear

lose

everyone

’88 to
by members. Many said
local WAHS

to

THE CLOSING BANQUET

The Saturday evening closing
banquet of
convention is always special to
me. Not only because of
good food and
company at the table, but
because of the contests

I enjoy but never do
and the special program.

This time there were two

from opposite ends of

members will
either

This

or

control over what happens if
convention bureau runs the AIC.

chairman

a

annual AI year

prizes
photo
same

the

nr < theBut Indy AIC
looked

Phil

from
\ thethe 1 nBrooks

another

successful convent ion

a minimum of 20

and other volunteers, he
If a convention bureau were

at it
the

pr izes
years.

but I cannot
are

good
good

the pleasant
also

(which

well in)

toangle. Running a
1 n

people who also won
the

congratulate them,
and will not believe

who

requires
members

said .

Iseveralpastlocal

acHUL nsm kim
they

take

bui Id

yoP; Left-Good tines at the banquet; Riaht-Two happy winners.
BOTTOM: Top left-Slides for sale; Top right-Phil Brooks presents
Daniel Orcutt with painting of United 737 at IND; Bottom
left-AI'67 chairman Phil Brooks; Bottom right-Banquet MC Jim
McCue and painting of United DC-6. (Capt. Prank Petee was

presented with a painting of a Savoia Marchetti flying boat. All
three oil paintings were done by Art Snit Roeters).

to

the AIC, those the only

photographs
models.

local onesrun

members will have more time

organize and run contests,
said. Indy AIC committee memb
Art Smit Roeters

registration fees will

certainly rise if convention
bureaus get involved, because
they are out to
while local WAHS

not.

speakers,
the time machine.

USAir pilot Captain Frank
Petee looked back on 40-plus

the

orto

he

start planning
contests

photographs
models

The time to

for next year’s
NOW. Taking good
and building beautiful
is hard work. It cannot be done

you

er
is

believes
almost years of experience in

airline flying business
Indianapolis
Airport
Daniel C. Orcutt dared to look
into what the future might hold

and

International

Director the last weekend beforemake

members

Executivemoney,
are

on

leave for Denver.

A plea was made at the
quet to contribute to a defence
fund for WAHS members Dave
Campbell and Thomas Tanner, who

charged with criminal
after the heinous

taking photographs
fence

ban-

Dick Koran finally
compromise.

convention bureau

local

members

for the industry,
traditional

contest by the Southern Florida
Airline Historical

and the Name -The-Plane contest

by the
Airline

popular
always.

The Trivia contest
Cousens

suggested

proposed
TriviaHea Thea

may work with

but the
WAHS Associationmembers,
would keep control

and

were

trespassover

of how the Californiawhat goes on

convention is to be
Southern

Enthusiasts

but difficult

ofIIII
cr ime

atwere of airliners over

Chicago.

were on public land and not
airport property, were blatant
ly ignored by airport authori
ties. Details on how you can
fielp will be published in the
LOG seperately.

I gladly mention
Jim

Manager
International

Jim,

participation

a
run.

theyTheir pleas thatThis possibility
investigated in the

as
will

months

be
on

to
was won

East

Runners-up

of Ann

come .

ofby Ed

Bridgewater, Maine.
Kowalewski

RENEWALS ARE SLOW

Paul Collins reported
major problem. Apparently,
veral hundred WAHS members
slow

were Paul

Arbor, Michigan and a guest
Mark Busseniers of Belgium. Our

but I did

on a

se-

were

the i r

after

of

ofMaster

McCue.
apologies Kristin,
not get your last name
confusion at

Ceremoniesin renewing
even

three notj ces.

renew in time

on him and

ofin the

the end of the

the fire alarms

memberships,
receiving
urged members to
to ease the burden

to make sure they receive their
issues of the CAPTAIN'S LOG.

Operations
Indianapolis

Airport.
appreciate
very much.

Jim had a firm hand

He
weThanks

your

banquet when
went off.

Ellen Jones of Hollywood,
who wrote the contest,

three

the

end,
bells

closing
were

on
Florida,
said

He
thehad proceedings, even at

when the fire

sounded

remarks by

seven

f irst

name,

points.
used

all

correct answers plus the
"What is your

eight

also urged members who move
send a

to
alarm

the

Brooks

change
soon as practicable,
office does not forward

address

The

of as
II

just as
Phil

coming to a close.
Airline

apparently are a
bunch and no one

After some

most calmly headed toward
exits. However, there was no
fire and I don't know what or

who triggered the alarm.
In any case,

brought to a ringing close what
had’ been another great and
successful convention. Now,

let’s get ready for next year!

question,
for a total

The tie

determine the winner.

Much to my regret
alarms also prevented
collecting
winners of

post

permit
of

tobreaker was

(by which the LOG
Neither does it

to him and

1,500

a s ingle
If you move

there is

an extra charge if you want a
replacement copy mailed to you.

Members who go on extended
vacations should also tell

Paul. He will

LOG for you till
The post office
these issues to

and remailing them later
the WAHS $1.08 extra for every

mail

mailed out) .

return the issues

with a press run of
can’t afford to lose

he said.

is
enthusiasts

disciplined
panicked.

initial hestitation,
the

fire

from

the

the

me
IT
we

ofthe names

Name-the-Planetheyt

issue,

and do not tell Paul
contest.

I’d be delighted to publish
the two missing

next issue if you winners drop
me a line and tell me who you
are.

thenames in

the bells

TOP: Ellen Jones Trivia

then hold your

you return.
will return

him but that

costs

Contest winner

CENTER: Jon Proctor

the scene,

models and more

sale.

Cousens.

takes in

MemorialGoethePaul

Trophy was presented by his son
Ed Goethe to the winner of

contest.

The

BOTTOM: Models,
models for

the

The Thanks all!Name-the-Plane

trophy is named after the late

5



Deregulation has resulted in
a vast increase in the number

of airlines. In 1978 there were

36 major certificated airlines
in the U.S. Since then 198 new

ones started up for a total of
344. "But in the same time 160

carriers went broke and today
there are 174 left, and the
number is getting smaller every
day," Mr. Orcutt said.

With today's trend, America
may end up with three or four
very large airlines, he said

We are now in the merger

phase. Airlines have found
is cheaper to buy airliners on
Wall Street at 10 cents on the

dollar than at Boeing" and they
also get the slots at the
airports.

There are now 25 large
operatng hubs in the U.S. and
the competition for runway
space, gates and slots
getting more difficult.

He believes no new maDor

airlines will start up in the
future because "financiers are

getting reluctant to lend
money". They have been scared
off by carriers such as Air 1,
Air Atlanta and People Express
which have departed leaving
major debts behind.

Two-tier pay levels in the
airline industry are devise and
Mr. Orcutt believes gap in pay
scales will close again.

industry, Mr. Orcutt said. "The
people are mad at poor service
and delays," he said. They also
complain about
discrimination whereby
passenger could be paying
for the same trip for
another on the same flight
paid only $49.

Air travel is becoming a

mass transit system with a
growth of 6-7% per year. In the
next decade there will be 85

million people over 45 in the
U.S. They will have money to
spend on leisure travel and the
airlines must accept they will
become

travellers. They will demand
good service, while at the same
time forcing and keeping ticket

travellers. They will demand
good service, while at the same
time forcing and keeping ticket
prices down.

Already the percentage of
business travellers has dropped
to 45% today. Ten years ago it
was 55%.

Mr. Orcutt believes action

is also due on cancellations

and no-shows. If the airlines

have to sell

250-seat

airplane to have 40 passengers
show up. Because of overbook
ings and no-shows, 40% of the
capacity in the industry goes
unsused now. He predicts
stiffer penalties for no-shows.

"brass" up in the cockpit
having the privates sit in
forward

and

theCapt. Petee
n

a really
said. His

C-54 captain took him to
Paris via the Azores.

Petee

fine airplane," he
first flight as a

Orly,cabin. theamong

long-range fuel tanks.

His first trip on the C-75
etched

price

one

$400

which

has

joined
division,

L-049

pre-civil
and

1947.

In 19 4 6 Capt.
international

DC-4S

Capt. Prank Petee, Director
of Special Projects, USAir, has
been in the airline flying
business longer than most of
today’s pilots. In those years
he has flown most of the great

propliners - from the Boeing
247 and 307 Stratoliner to the

Dakota, Skymaster, Constella
tion, Martin twins, propjet
Convairs, F-27/PH-227 and the
One-Eleven and DC-9 jets. His

recollections of some of his

experiences were both humorous
and educational for us younger

folk .

IS still Capt.
Petee's memory. The mission was

Natal in Brazil

D.C.

Rico

TWA'sin

flying
Constellations (the
war Connie" he called it)

became an instructor in

Cutbacks at TWA saw him posted
to flying C-47s on domestic
routes.

and
to Belem and
from

ft

Washington,
Puerto

via

andMiami,

Georgetown, British Guyana,
was not only his

It
don't, they may
550

first

as second officer, but also the
aircraft

flight as captain and the first
officer

flight seats on a

commander's first Capt. Petee then went to
Iceland to train DC-4 crews for

Flugfelag Island and he even
flew the airline's PBY Catalina

amphibian along the north coast
of Iceland.

The assignment ended in 1949
and back

joined

which was

it
■

s first flight as first
On landing at Natal,

the tailwheel tire blew out ufid
word was sent to Washington
send a

officer.
ofthe majority

to

new one.
FUTURE TRENDS

Some definite trends will

T1
We met every flight out

Washington for three weeks, but
no tire. A lot of flights came
through in that time," he said.
Finally, the captain told Pet
to hitch a ride to Miami
Delta C-47 and get a
at PAA.

Natal on

of heStates,the

A11-American

just

services.

1 n

Airways

DC-3

the

flew

mail

1
develop in the near future:

end

flights

starting
For

still

FAVORS RE-REGULATION

Personally I
re-regulation
industry, Mr.
people are mad at poor service
and delays," he said. They also
complain about price discrimi

nation whereby one passenger
could be paying $400 for a trip
for which another on the same

Elight has paid only $49.
Air travel is becoming a

mass transit system with
growth of 6-7% per year. In the
next decade there will be 85

will and

will

Hubbing

point-to-point
return;

II for

of the airline

Orcutt said. "The

passenger

first two weeks he

is am

ee n

on the airline's unique
delivery and pick-up
Incoming mailbags were
from the aircraft over

destination and outgoing
was picked up with a cable
hook

on a
- Service will be improved

because passengers will be less
interested in the best fare

new tire

down to

C-47, it
C-75 and

on the fligliL
they lost

engine. That took two days
“^ed, and when they took

o we took some tree branches

service.

dropped
the

mail
and
the

aircraft

He took it
Eastern

was installed on the
they left. But
out

an
deal than in which airline can

treat them the best;

New technology must be
adopted, such as unducted fans.
They

turboprops," he said. "Maybe we
will see reciprocating engines
again rather than those noisy
jets .

of Belem
an trailing

aircraft, without the
ever landing.

from
to likeII muchlook

an experience 1
would not exchange for anything
and it is something I
always treasure," he said.

All-American became Alleg"

heny Airlines in 1953 and USAiJ^
in 1979.

It n
was a

with us. n

Going
aircraft lost thr
and it got in

into Miami willthe rt

generators

_ on battery power.
They finally made it back to

Washington
formation

"And

ee million people over 45 in the

U.S. They will have money to
spend on leisure travel and the

airlines must accept they will
become

increasingly
often

with

than

The airlines

leasewill

foreign
foreign financing, rather
buy their fleets.

aircraft,
leasedFAVORS RE-REGULATION

"Personally
re-regulation

aircraft
by flying

with another C-75.
was all on

(with ATC),"

I for

airline

in am

Capt.
II of theDuring those

Petee flew every
fleet, except the Nord 262s
inherited in the 1962 takeover

of Lake Central Airlines.

I feel fortunate 1 helpe^^
build the airline and I am very

fortunate that when I was 60 I

was extended (in service) to

stay. I am still there.

the ma j o rit y ofyears,

type
that

first flight
said.

theinmy
ithe

Capt. Pet also flew theee

C-87 :

(transport version of the
Liberator bomber)
at age 23, he
captain on the

Liberator Express
B-24

1944,

It

COLORADO AIRLINERS INTERNATIONAL

and in

checked

C-54

out

Skymaster,
invites you to the Airliners International Convention inas

After instrument training on

the Boeing 247D in the Army Air
Corps in Word War 2, Frank
Petee's was assigned flying the
C-75 (Boeing 307 Stratoliner in
the WAHS) as second officer

(third pilot). He flew with the
Intercontinental Division of

Air Transport Command, operated
by TWA. The 307 was the first
pressurized commercial airli
ner. TWA had six and Pan Ameri
can four and all had been draf

ted into military service.
However, "when we flew them

they were no longer pressurized
because of trouble with the

system," Capt. Petee said.
They were supposed to be

capable of cruising at 202 mph,
but

mph,
burned off a lot of
said .

Y1

oc
23. 24. 25 JUN 88DENVER. COLORADO.

We plan to make this event one of the best conventions for the
airline enthusiast and family. There are many things to see and do
before, during and after the convention, in Denver and in Colorado.

Plan to make a vacation of Airliners International '88. We look

forward to seeing you here, next year.

UJDan Orcutt
>

Colorado Airliners International

P.O. Box

AURORA, Colorado
US A

I am not so sure everyone at
implica-

Orcutt,
the

International

an information center.

But above all, "we encourage
young people to visit the
airport," he said.

(O
440713

80044-0713
the banquet liked the
tions of all Daniel C.

Executive Director of

dianapolls
port Authority, had to

In-

00LUAit-

A1 Minich, spokesman for the Colorado group, said in Indy the Denver
convention will be held at the newly-renovated Clarion Hotel, 300 yards
from the main terminal at Denver's Stapleton International Airport. He
quoted room rates of $46 for one person per room, slightly higher for
up to four people per room, plus tax.

The hotel has also promised to pay part of the costs of the
be distributed as

-JG

AIR CARRIER FUTURE

However, when those young

peope start their aviation
careers, some of today's air
carriers may not be around, he
said .

say

about the future of the airline
industry. But
is here to stay, we had
get used to them.

00Q
if deregulation

better

On the

Indianapolis
bright
airport

dedicated to understanding the
public," Mr. Orcutt said. This
will include

observation
with, slave TV

ATC at work, tour

side.
144we operated them at

but not until we
traditional welcoming party. More information will

soon as it is available, A1 said.
The industry changes started

with deregulation in 1978 which
he called "Lhe

is
had

fuel," he

r?

toopportunity
go broke."

The 1978 fuel crisis and the
worsened

open concourses,

-j deck perhaps
screens to show

programs and

Crews also had to

aircraft nose-heavy
flight by taking some

thekeep an

during
of the

1981 PATCO job action

the situation.

6
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LEFT:

2nd PLACE COLOR PRINTS

ELLEN

Florida

Adv., N329AU at touchdown.

Hollywood,
737-2B7

JONES,
with USAir

LEFT CENTER:

2nd PLACE COLOR SLIDES

DOUG BAUDER, Hurst, Texas with
nighttime rampshot
national 747 and Air Canada

DC-8 .

LEFT BOTTOM:

3rd PLACE COLOR SLIDES

DAVID CAMPBELL, Roselle, Il
linois with McClain Airlines

727-100 in final approach.

M

with

BELOW:

SPIRIT OF FLIGHT

ADRIAN J. SMITH of

New Jersey with seagull on top
of the fin of a 747

Pan Am).

Elizabeth,

(probablyI

TOP: BEST SALON PHOTO

ROBERT REDDEN, Lynn, Massachu
setts with Continental

Adv., N579PE (ex-PeoplExpresS)
on departure.

BELOW: 1st PLACE COLOR SLIDES

RONALD KLUK, Chicago, Illinois
with United 737-322, N301UA on
takeoff.

727-243

Photo Contest WINNERS!
The photo/slide contest at

International

always popular
and Indianapolis 1987 was no

exception.
Photo

Marion 'Gomer'

Pix Aviation

145

number'

the

coventions is

Airliners

chairman

of Air

received

this

the

contest

Pyles
Photos

this

not

entries

did

judging any easier.
However,

selected and their entries are

year

make
r

V,

winners were
r

'irrdisplayed on these pages,
assured

i

Gomer he Ime

appreciated the great number
of entries and is hoping for
an even greater participation
in the Denver contest in 1988.

How about it, WAHS
Captain’s Log

give Gomer even more

year. There must be

some among you who are able to
give repeat

Doug Bauder, Ellen Jones,
Kluk and

i

\ij

Imembers

readers?and

Let' s

work next
O

winners such as

Ron
9

John Stewart

competition for the prizes.-JG
some

●i

8
9

A.
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MCIDIEILINeAIIIRII bij GERRY COLE

The following rundown on the
Indianapolis Airliners Interna
tional '87 Convention was ex-

;racted from a report on the
event by model contest director
Steve Bridges.

going to be the inspiration for

several future projects for
some of us.

Several of us were in the

contest area Friday morning,
swamped at first with incoming
models. All model entries were

outstanding, of good quality
with spectacular markings and

interesting subjects.

However, the onslaught did not
last.

volunteers to help judge the
entries.

Some of the best entries

included an Alaska Airlines 727

with flaps down and
rods in place ...
scale, a Braniff
hand-painted markings,
DC-7's converted in 1/144 scale

DC-7C

actuator

1/200

with

two

1 nRIGHT:

3rd PLACE COLOR PRINTS

DAVID CAMPBELL, Roselle,
TWA 747 on

727-200

clearance.

707
Unfortunately, the IPMS Na

tionals were held at the same

time as the Airliners Conven

tion so I among others of our

group had to make a choice of
where to go. Despite
conflict with the IPMS

entries in the

were quite impressive,
entry, an L-1649 Starliner, is

withIllinois

PeoplExpress
takeoff

whilefinals
of

andDC-4

respectively,
L-1049G

tofor a
waiting ais

a highly-detailed
Eastern

the endBy of
Connie in

the

event.

Indy contest
One

registration Saturday,
entries

Bob

hadwe
scale.1/133markings

well as several stretched 747s.
most-impressive

the

asin
BELOW:

BEST B&W PRINT

JOHN STEWART of Ypsilante, Michigan
with Continental 707-100 on takeoff.

only
modelers.

57 from 16

Clidinst

duties,
and

took

us ing
contestant

Probably
entry.
Judges

1/72

the

judgingover

local modelers

ofand

Best of Show Award,
scale

winner

was

L-1049

I

Hellera

convertedConstellation1

Super
to a Lufthansa

AIRLINERS INTERNATIONAL 1£2 MODEL CONTEST WINNERS
L-1649 Starliner

vacuformfrom a

and
Cat.l-Proneller. 1/99 or larger

1. Eastern DC-3 - STEVE BRIDGES, Indianapolis, IN
2. Western DC-3 - TOM STEPHENY, Delmer, NY

3. Trans Polar IL-14 - RONALD KLUK, Chicago, IL

wings

kit
using
C-133

hand-cast parts.

numerous

the report
Charlie

thanks for

thanks

for the fine

Steve,
also toand

Haines

the winning models.

Cat.2-Propeller. 1/100 or smaller

1. Eastern L-1049G

2. ASA DHC-7

3. Henson Dash-7 - RICK GUILBAULT, Detroit, MI

ofphotos
DAVE JONES, Hollywood, FL

MIKE SPARKMAN, Huntsville. AL

IPMS/USA

NATIONAL CONVENTION 1987
the

Cat. 3-Jet, 1/125 or larger

1. American 707 Freighter -
withconf1ict

International

par ticipat ion
classes

Despite
the Airliners

model contest,

the airliner

DOUG BAUDER, Hurst, TX ' 87

in

Cat.4-Jet. 1/126 to 1/149

1. Braniff 707 - BRUCE HAVILAND, Midlothian, VA
2. British Airways 737-200
3. Southwest 737

this

was

at

eventmodelingpremiere

excellent. This may be due,
least in part, to
record

models 1 )

D.C. convention.

Only two
classes were

perhaps due
out

RICK GUILBAULT, Detroit, MI

DAVE JONES, Hollywood, FL

at

overallthe

2,000(nearly
Washington,

turnout
Cat.5-Jet 1/150 or smaller

1. Alaska 727/200 - THOMAS KIM, Rexdale, Ont., Canada
2. Pan Am 707 - RICK GUILBAULT, Detroit, MI
3. TWA L-1011

thefor

airlinerded icated
offered this year,

turn-
EMMETT COPPER, Greenfield, IN

to the poor
Interest inCat. 6-RotarV Wing

No entries received

last year .

these classes was

the number of entries
quality.

both

the

s ma11-

high in
ar.'l

The

again won by
Lake,

Cat.7-Convers ions■ Vacuforms. Scratchbuilt

1. Lufthansa L-1649

2. Piedmont 737-400

3. Capital DC-4

overa 11

HANS PENNED, Norwalk, CT

RICK GUILBAULT, Detroit. MI
BRUCE HAVILAND, Midlothian, VA

scale class was

Walt Fink of Crystal
with a pretty
Braniff

IL

red and orange

727-200

thinned

beacon

and

doors

Tf

Flying Colors
Walt

H

scale.in 1/200

all gear
and

Cat.8-Diorama

1. Small City Airport - RICK GUILBAULT, Detroit, MI
2. Jerry's Parts

added

lights
and

model

doors,

wingtipRONALD KLUK, Chicago, IL
louversunder-body

not in the kit. The

finished in Tamiya acrylics
Lettering and

of dry

was

and
Cat.9-Displav models

1. Braniff 727

2. TWA L-1011

3. CSA TU-134 - TREY URBAHN, Mt. Prospect, IL

RANDY AUBLE, Indianapolis, In
RANDY AUBLE, Indianapolis, IN Metalizer paints,

registrations were a mix
transfers and Micro decals.

OzarkanRunner-up was

DC-9-41 of Gerry Cole, also
1/200 scale. The model,
from the Hasegawa

thinned gear doors,

lights from red/green
beacons and nose gear

from tiny blobs of clear
added to disks of

Cat.10-Flights of Fancy

1. United 747-500 - RICK GUILBAULT, Detroit, MI
2. Current Events

3. Flying Tigers YAK-40 - RONALD KLUK, Chicago, IL

in

bui It

had

wingtip
styrene,

1 ights

RANDY AUBLE, Indianapolis, IN
kit.

RIGHT:

HONORABLE MENTION

RONSON CHEONG of San Bruno,
with

departure.

Theme Award-Best Boeing 707 (and direct variants )

1. American Airlines 707 Freighter - DOUG BAUDER, Hurst, TXCalifornia

N907WA
epoxy

aluminum

foil, an opened APU baffle, and
dul1-finish Coro-gard

Western DC-10-10, on
i

Judges Best of Show

Lufthansa L-1649 Starliner- HANS PENNED, Norwalk CT thefor
10

11

L



(All photos this colum by Charlie Haines unless otherwise credited.) wing center section
Microscale TF21 solid

The finish

Modelmaster

from

color

decal sheet.

Testers

Compucolor Boeing
Metalizer aluminum.

was

white,
andgrey

Decals were

DC-9-41

from
from ATP, with
registrations re-arranged
ATP decal numbers. The overwing
exits were from the 1/200 scale

proper

-- ■ t\
. A

● --a
V' t

Micro sheet and Scalemaster

black stripes.
Incidently, nearly all the

small-scale entries at the IPMS

Nationals

> ■
Ci

bult fromwere

Hasegawa's 1/200 scale kits.
The large-scale airliner

class was won by a Nitto
scale DC-3 built by
Macintosh of Mississauga,

Ontario, Canada. Duncan used a
combination of Micro

Rareliners decal sheets on

1/100
Duncan

and

his 1/144 scale, Rick Guilbault

entries o fmode 1.

interest included a 1/72

Kelly

Other

scale

John

VA. John used the

ofDC-9-14 by
Newport News,
old Aurora kit, considerably
modified to bring it up to
current modeling standards. Jim

Hurley of Rancho Bernardo, CA
entered a Heller 1/72 scale

DC-6B in Delta livery. Decals
for this Delta DC-6, along with
decals of the conversion, will
be available from Jim soon.

Steve Bridges' 1/72 scale DC-3 Eastern L-1049G in 1/133 scale by Dave Jones

-c

year's IPMS National
will be held

Next

Convention

Dayton, OH, 03-06 AUG. As
will

in

this

the

Internalional

airliner

model

conflict withnot

Air1iner s

Convention in Denver,
attendance bothat

contests will perhaps be up.

See you at Denver and Dayton in
I 88 .

NEW AIRLINER MODEL ITEMS

The big product news for
this issue comes from Densil

Wade of Welsh Models (Hillside

Leckwith Hill,
Glam, CFl 8AS,

which has

Travel Agent Indy winner, by Randy Auble
1/72 scale American Freighter by Doug Bauder Braniff 707 by Bruce Haviland in 1/144 scale

Nr .

UK ) .

already
excellent vacuform

the HS (BAe)

C-130, C-47 and BAe
with military markings,

with

Cottage,

Cardiff,

This firm,
released

kits 748,
146-100

now has

airline

releases

Intra

of

availablekits

decals.

include an

Initial

Autair 748,
Britannia,

BEA

V. 802

these

BOAC(DC-3),C-47

Dan Air BAe 146-100 and
Islands

In addition to

a

div)(Channel

Viscount.

kits, Welsh Models has released
vacuform

€S*
● ' k

V
BAe ATPa new

transpor t
and they

twin-turboprop

markings

in

Liat

planning an Airspeed Ambassador
of Dan Air,

are

F.27 Friendship
DC-6B

of

of Sabena,
and

UK,
Stratocruiser

Air

of BOAC

of FlyingCL-44

All these kits will

Canadair

Tigers.
to 1/144 scale and will include
metal wheels and landing grear

struts. Metal props for these
kits are available separately

be

Rick Guilbault's Flights of Fancy 747-500Judges
I
Best in Show: L-1649 by Hans PennelTom Kim's 1/200 scale Boeing 727-200

12 13
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STIICIItlEIC CIHAViririEK by VOM THOMAS

Li

A lot of new labels are com

ing out these days, especially
BILs from all the new airlines

which fly for a couple of years
- or less- and then go into
bankruptcy or are absorbed by
another airline. However, it is
not often that we find

previously-unknown label from
an airline of many years ago.

I had such

#1

AIR i/A/c-

"50

/TTS AN\
^EASY STEP^
TO LONDON
ON ^ DELTA

m 70Q=-
CO

Qia

mmUJ

-

Vw
precious

pleasure recently, when Norm
Houle of Durham, New Hampshire,
sent me one of the only two

copies of a Mayflower
This, and the

of Mayflower,
separate history

issue of the LOG.

also came up
which had

a

o
o

known

Airlines label.

history
described in a

in this

Norm

another label

hidden from us all these years
- Delta, commemorating 20 years
of service in Washington, D.C.,
1956-1976 (#l).This is simlar

to a 30-year commemorative
label issued in Miami in 1975

DC-9-41, 1/200 scale, Gerry Cole
(Gerry Cole photo)

Walt Finks' 1/200 scale 727-200

(Gerry Cole photo)

are

charter subsidiary of
Portugal, formerly TAP.
label shown (S5) comes in three

sizes: 40 mm x 17 mm, 66 mm x

22 mm and 111 mm x 41 mm, all ,
on paper. The

means the backing of

adhesive label may be of any
size, depending on how it was
cut from a sheet of the

labels. Other labels come in

rolls or are printed singly. \
My book Nostalgia Panameri-

cana should be ready by Octo
ber. I had a proof available at
the Indianapolis convention but

the bonks are coming by slow
ship from Singapore. Colored

flyers are available for anyone
who needs them to pass out to
friends, book- stores or
other aviation-related

zations and people

with

been
\

shots are given, a number of
different views are shown. The

next portfolio, covering the
Boeing 727, is due in the fall
of 1987 (and the one after that

the DHC Dash-7

JG). Very highly
the modeler.

dry-transfer markings for the
Playboy "Big Bunny" DC-9-30 in
both 1/200 and 1/100 scale,

are US$3.50 and US$7

very opaque

INT-process dry
really helps

applications

from Welsh Models.

According
and

I *
on paper

the
Densil,

will

to new

bedecalskits

released on a Prices

respectively. The
nature of the

transfers

white-on-black

like this.

In the modelers' reference

book section, I recommend the
soft cover book "Big Jets" by
Norman Pealing. This all-color
tribute to the Boeing 747, 757,
767, the DC-10, TriStar and
Airbus airliners features many
shots from unusual angles,

showing the details we modelers
need. The air-to-air photos of
the Northwest 757 on pages 40
and 50-51, for example, show
the difference in wing, stab

and fuselage finish, as well as
the thin black outline to the

top
i nto

basis .

different
quartely

They already have 30
decal sheets printed for future
models, with carriers including
LAN Chile, Indian Airlines

Spantax. Market
Models

that

will be about

and Dash-8 -

recommended for
and which is now rare. Mine are

gone. Delta's latest is
It's an Easy Step

(#2) .

X n

all

also shown

to London on Delta

and
II

research done

in the UK

cheatline and

decals were not

and these will

not be provided,
been chosen to

minimize difficulty in painting
stripes, and I see no problem
with the liveries released so

far. The cost savings using

this approach are considerable.
Some of the decals come

complete with two letter/logo
sizes and registration number
sets, so multiple aircraft
types may be built from each
sheet. Unfortunately, decals
will not be available

separately.
The Reve11-Germany

scale Dornier 228-100

been released. The kit

relatively simple,
parts in clear
styrene. Details are clean,
with a mix of engraved and fine
raised lines. Cockpit details
are provided, but there are no
passenger

Decals

Express

yellow/red/black
white. The decals

FINAL WORDS

In LOG 13/2 I published a
review of the Detail and Scale

book on the Boeing 707. In the
introduction to that

publisher Bert Kinzey
that airliner modelers
detail

"other

inference

since we

TT

by Welsh

Here is a spectacular Airbus
from China

Taiwan (S3) . The
silver

white background,
letters in blue. This

look like an Airbus

Industrie printing; it doesn't
have the usual long oval shape
and is probably a local

printing from Taipei.
LAN Chile advertises their

of Machu Picchu in

with a nice label

red and black on white

indicated

cabin window

desir able,
therefore

Liveries have

stickerA300

Airlines of
D&Stext

observes

don ' t

plane
red-striped
with

doesn't

aon1 s

this .-iji.'h asappreciate a
Aircraft crew

●backrooms

)ne

the way
The

that,

their models

modelers do.

seems to be

don't add details to
don't need

I have since

chance to discuss my

with Mr. Kinzey.

let the book- and
know

modelers

any

orqani-
might

3!.-1

in’ ●●'●'t'

('Oi

ready rooms
I £ 1 Lnes

these

II

o t

ofenooy

flyers, which
glossy stock.
cost a mint -

printed
separ a tiono

m',.r tgage
125

but

c o 1 r

it .

OI.
are

C o 1 o r

I li.v.i to

for around

in t he book,
blazing

wo r t h

provided

models, weour

detail references.

fly-over
Peru

had a
my house to pay
of them to put

the beauty of the
page

in
concerns

Unless wewalkway
surface.

the wing's
are

this book

on green,

(#4) .If you

modeling modern jets,
is a treasure.

publishers
airline

to be stereotyped
"decal modelers", interested

schemes only,
mode 1

this issue of

magazine

otherwise,
will continue

1 s
everyon

Former Air Florida officials tf-
text

the pictures,
a iso

Enough

explain

is

have plans for a new airline,
and they want to call it New
York Express. They plan to
depart from New York, Miami and
several other cities for

various Caribbean destinations.

the

series

Shorts

and

P.R.

these

mentionI also like to

Jane's "Air Portfolios

737,
A300/310

authored

1/72

kit has %
Ronawaitas We now

Davies' book on Pan

Airways. George Cearley's
Western is now out

available from him.

M

Based on Americai

book

a nd

in color

the

published in
LOG,

longer true.
more

details,
more

on the Boeing is STphotosIS airliner
330/360,
DC-9/MD-80

Smith. All in full color,
wide

with 54

and white

the
on

by
stereotype

If you would

IS nothe
is widely used lately
airline

IIII

Express
the

like

a i r1iner

interested

airliner

you

know

ofvariety
modeling
for each

books give a
color

details. Most carriers

industry.

Besides Florida Express and the
have

shouldinof comment;

received

You(Ed's

all have

this flyer with the 13/2
87 issue of the LOG and

sources

if you are
just

andschemes ofcopya

People Express

Express,
Continental

late

Bus i ness

we JUL

you ’ 11
i t i s a

o f wa12

poster quality. Looking
at this poster, I know
that I just must have
the book.

Ron Davies' forthco

ming Pan American book

is page for page is as
beautiful as Don's book.

Of different approach,

(Co>'Lt.c>iued CH page )7J

i n than
withtype are represented,

photo of each. While no

one

detail
Caribbean

Express,

(gone?),
Midwest

floor.

the Holiday
228-100, with

stripes on
are typical

for ’Revell-Germany quality:
complete and of top quality.
The box "art", by the way,
features good photos of
model subject to help

detailing and painting. The
news? Retail price will
the US $14 range.

Fotocut (Erieville

120, Erieville, NY 13061)

seats

depict
D-IDOM

or
suggest

D&.O

burden

color schemes, I

let publishers
your desires .

proof, it seems, is
Next time

and tips received from you,
WAHS members and CAPTAIN'S

Good modeling and

Express,
Atlantic

Eastern

Express and others.
(In Canada, Ontario

recently started
feeder services,

now operating
Canadian Partner -JG)

like

The

probably agree wih me:
beauty!

Express

Express,
of Definitely»5

on us .

I ' 11 discuss hints
the

LOG

Express
and

for

name

commuter

>4IR
4TLiiNTIS

although
seereaders.

you then.
the theunder

We are going to run out of
names before we run out of new

air1ines .

Air (#5)Atlantis a VIS
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LAN Chile logo is blue (top
half) & red (bottom half) with
white star.

#5. 4 5/16 X 11 5/16 in (109
X 40 mm).

White background - left side of
letters A in "A" and "Air" are

green - right side of letters
A" and "Atlantis" are red -

rest of printing is black.

triangular mark near bottom are
orange - all other text,
of boat and ocean in cicle

logo are in dark blue.
#4. 4 15/16 X 3 in (125 x 70

MEASUREMENTS & COLORS

hull

PIC©IfILIE
o fSticker Chatter;

#1. 2 11/16 in square

mm s q ) .

All printing black on white.
#2. Diam. 2 in (55 mm).

all text and

black

(67.5

mm) .

Printed

colored

back -

line near bottom, hull of
and ocean in circle

dark blue

logo is orange.

slightly
paper gummed on the

all text and horizontal

boat

of logo are
sky in circle of

ivoryon

White background
guards's hats
guards' tunics are red.
Delta logo is blue (top) & red,
separated by white.

03. Diam. 4 3/4 in (120 mm).

White background - all text
blue - aircraft silver

nose radome, cockpit windows &
engine intakes - blue (top) and
red .bottom) chcaLlines separa

ted by white - six half circles
are red.

#4. Diam. 4 1/8 in (105 mm),

background
all text red

mounta i n

in valley &
of mountain terraces

By Don ThomasII
in in

Mayflower Airlines
two Stinson trimotors

passengers from
Airways in APR 36 (or 37? -JG)
and started flying two routes,
Boston - Nantucket via Provin-

Bluffs

JUL 37

New

acquired
for

American

10
Mayflower Airlines:

#1. Time table printed on

yellow paper with blue printing
(except for orange sky in small
cicle & wings of logo).

#2. Time table printed on

green paper with blue printing
except logo (is as in #1).

#3. 5 9/16 in X 3 1/16 in

(141 X 77 mm).

Printed

gummed on the back

"1620" line,
in circle

Filler labels

a. 10 3/16 X 5 3/8 in (258 x

9 2 mm).

White background

in dark blue except for
and light blue bars in logo,

b. 11 3/16 X 3 in (184 x

below;black

cetown, Hyannis and Oak
(Martha's Vineyard) in
and Nantucket- Oak Bluffs

Bedford in OCT 37.

are in Massachusetts,

fares ranged from $5 to $8
their first time

all printing
red >

All places
One-way

and
76

mm) .

White background
in dark blue except
triangle in logo.

on light blue paper
entire

wings of logo, sky
of logo and small

White

mountains

1 a ma s ,

buiIdings
sides

black .

green table IS

all printing
for

the back

picture

Stinsons,
which

the

Turtledove'. Close examination

of the eagle logo

fuselage shows that
"A"

changed to an
"M",
wise the AA logo
is the same!

One of the Stin

sons was destroyed by \
fire in a ground acci- \
dent at Nantucket in 1938.

No record of the other one

in government records after
1941.

Illustrated (#1). On

of this timetable is a

their

Model

out 1ines,
vertical

are

red

STINSON TRl-MOTCRED CUPPERMAYFLOWER AIRLINESof one of

NC-12120,

American Airways had named
U,a

Mayflower Airlines
I

Shown to scale:

label

Airlines Internatio

nal

label

Pacific

( »b) .

are

Supplied
Herben).

new

Canadian

on the

the first

(for American) has been

of

(#a) and last

of Canadian

Air Lines

Canadian
but other- -.V**

Above: Stinson Model U,

NC12120, one of two

Mayflower Airlines.
Below:

36 time table.

3 > THE FLIGHT OF TIME - 1937 o fms*.-

Similarities

obvious -

V

(Both

Tony
front of 27 JUL

MAYFLOWER AIRLINE.^by

7

AIKLINE.X'MAYFLOWER

TRI-MOTOR CUPPERS

Serving

MARTHAS VINEYARD

\ CAPE COD
\NANTUCKET

tNCORPORATEDMayflower Airlines expanded,
of course

01 JUL 39 (#2) timetables

"Ten

their 15 JUN 38 and
CFPECTtVe JUUV 27. 1D9a

both

Planes #1
Passengerstate

Available for Charter".

#3

99

F
Canadian Pacific
AirLines

I

By 1938 the Plymouth and New
Bedford

«L!z=dvr

on 01 JAN 45.had been official \

Two May-
are shown.

stops
discontinued and replaced

from

I

flower stickers

The triangular
one (#3) is the airline's first

label, first used in 1937 and
from then on used for the life

Only two copies
label (#4) are

The one

me by Norm

Houle of Durham, New Hampshire.
The two labels are numbers

and USM-78 (#4),
want to enter

of the

Label

with

Nantucket to

Providence, Rhode
Earlier, a Boston

flight

THE WAY OF THE

TRI-MOTOR CLIPPERS

service

Newport and
Island.

Springfield
minutes was advertised

a

of 45

for $6

The

slogan,
Tri-motor

replaced
and

of the airline,

of the oval

known to have survived,

shown was sent to

I
$10 return.one-way,

airline's first flight
The Way of

Clippers
with "The Flight of Time"

the routes were mapped out on
the front of their timetables.

BOSTON#b n the
II

was soon

146 Germania 727-89

147 Lufthansa 707-330B

148 Middle East AL 707-323C

149 Air Rwanda 707-328C

150 LAP 707-321B

151 Busy Bee Norway F27
152 Royal Air Maroc 757

083 Transcorp 707
084 CF Air Freight 727-100
085 Interstate DC-8-62

086 THY Cargo 707
087 Aero California DC-9-15

088 Austin Airways HS 748
089 Air Creebec DC-3C

090 Air Creebec HS 748

091 Transbrasil 737-340

092 WDL F27

093 Lineas Aereas Sudamericana

CL-A 4

(Continued ($Aom page 46)

CAPE CODUSM-77 (#3)

for those

them in

1987

Catalog, Vol.

Northwest Territorial Cargo
L-188 Electra

who

theirMayflower
absorbed by Northeast
and

1944In was

Airlines

became

copies

Transport

III, Section A.

Eagle Air DC-8-63
Hemet Exploration DC-3
British Air Tours 737 new cols.

Ai r

andthe purchase

(

... and a few others. UDO SCHEFER PUBLICATIONS

USP continues to produce new
postcards and their latest
issues are:

ISLANDSin Indianapolis, this book too
is one which absolutely belongs
on your bookshelf.

On the subject of new books,

I picked up a few new titles at
Indianapolis and will review
these and some

next issue of

saving your pennies
dollars, pounds, francs,
etc. -JG)

(Contoiued page J5)
MICHEL MOSKAL

latestThe

includes the

postcards:

list

new

sales

following
it looks in photos, maps and
text at the aircraft operated

by PAA through the years and on
development

094 Volcanait DC-8-55F
AB Schedule lor

Cape Cod, Martha's Vineyard, Nantucket, New Bedford079 Wardair A300

080 Continental Houston's

Proud Bird DC-9

081 Fastair Cargo 707-321F
082 Pan West CV-880

If you desire a full listing
of their past and current
issues, write to Annabergstr
9-11, D-5000 Koeln 80,
West-Germany.

theofthe

carrier's

glorious
Mike

Judging by the proof page I saw

others in the

the LOG. Start

and

142 Varig A300
143 Iberia A300
144 Iberia DC-10-10

145 Thai DC-10-30

network. Many

sideviews drawn by
included.

Charter Flights Anytime - Anywhere.

Phone East Boston 2640 For Party Rates.
Machat are pesos
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GET THERE SOONER ATsJD STAY LOEIGER

/AAYFLOWER AIRLINES, Incorporated riHIE SILIIICIE C€ILILIECT©K by RICHARV J,
FBVORCO II1620 ● The Flight of Time ● 1939

MAYFLOWER AIRLINERBOSTON DIVISION
This article is a mixed bag and also

contains a farewell.

I have postponed the DC-8 article until more
of you contribute your work so I can devote the
entire 14 photographs to my (and many of
your's) favorite airliner.

Among the selection in this
'scheme freaks', results of the recent
NW-RC, CO-PE and finally the DL-WA

Which brings us to the farewell. I
earlier. Western Air Lines, the

airline (1926), is no more

modern 'deregulated' economics. A last glimpse
is provided for you by photographers R.M. Bell,
Jim Apple Jr., Todd Budish and myself,

another type of
victim, but of the worst kind: terrorism.

Pictured is the PA 747 involved in a bloody
incident in Pakistan several months ago.

Keep those DC-8s coming and see you next

FROM BOSTON

R««^ Down
(DAItr EXCEPT SUNDAY)

[Slind.rd Tlmn)
FROM NANTUCKET

Rxci Up

TRIP No. 3

4J0 P-M.

S.OS P.M.

SaS P.M.

5.4S P.M.

6.00 P.M.

TRIP No. 5

●7.00A.M. l». BOSTON . .

Ir. PROVINCETOWN . .

U. MARSTON MILLS (H,.i
L.. OAK BLUFFS . . . .

●B.00A.M. Ar, NANTUCKET . ,

TRIP No. I

6.40 AX.

60SA.M.

T.4SA.M.

TJOA.M,

7.00 AX.

TRIP No. 4

IS.SO P.M.
S.20 P.M.

S.0S P.M.

4.4S P.M.

<4.30 PX.

■●SAVE HALF A DAT

GO THE MATFLOWER WAY".... At.

L>.

. . L.. TRI-MOTOR CLIPPERS

SERVING BOSTON

MARTHAS VINEYARD

CAPE COD AND

NANTUCKET

L-.

L>.

issue a few

TW-OZ,
mergers.

mentioned

oldest U.S.

victim of our

TRIP N«. 2

o«lvo *Moftdayt Cftlf.

NEW BEDFORD DIVISION
FROM NANTUCKET

Rt«d Down

TRIP No. 6 TR'P No. B TRIP No. 10 'TRIP No. 12

5.15 P.M.

S.35 P.M.

S.SS P.M.

Trip No. ^7.5.9^4)011, cnenpt Sundny.
Trip No. 10—Tuotdoy. TRursdoy ond Sundt, only.
Trip No. 11—TuoTdoy. TTiundoy and Soh/rdny only, ct
Trip No. 12—Monday. Wodnatday, Friday only.

FROM NEW BEDFORD

Riad Up

TRIP No. II TRIP No. 7

7.45 A.M.

7.25 A.M.

7MA.U.

TRIP No. 9

4.10 P.M.

3.55 P.M.

3.30 P.M.

6.00 P.M.

6J0 P.M.

6.40 P.M.

L». NANTUCKET Ar.

Lr. OAK BLUFFS .

Ar.NEW BEDFORD

8JXA.M.

8.20 A.M.

8.40 A.M.

12.00 Noon

12.20 P.M.

12.40 P.M.

10.50 A.M.

10.35 A.M.

I0.I5AM.

TIME TABLE

Effective July 1. 1939
L>.

L.-

neeflng Nc» York bo4t at N
acting vi>h H

tadford.

York boat at Na* Also another sad note

Fare» and ukadulat lubjac* tft chang* vilbout netica. (0% raduetlen

td flightt from Prorident

Ravnd Trip far*,

to Cepa Cod and Islands. Phan# Soitcn 2640Rhone MayRowar Airllr for ik

1. Former OZ DC-9-31, N990Z, c/n 47136 at MSP.
(Todd Budish)

CALL RAILWAY EXPRESS FOR AIR DELIVERY

time.TRANSPORTATION TO AND FROM AIRPORTS

AT eOSTON—

at PROVINCETOWN—
MARSTONS MIU$ (HyannU)—
AT EOSARTOWN—

at oak 8LUFF5—
AT NANTUCKET—

Katal Statlar^Lowa*» Sarrlca. ta
Nuna: Tait Sarvica. far« 75c* Leaves 20

sl.n. bafera plana dapartura.
a plana dapattura.

Silbay’s Sarvica, fare 7Sa. laavat 20 minataa balore plana dapartura.
Mcfirida Taai Sarvica. TaL 70I*J.
Tarry*! Tasi Sarvica. Rhona 3t*W. Laavat 20 m'njtat bafe.'a plana dapartwra.

SOa. U ?0

bel

A I
fAlMOVTWFOR RESERVATIONS PHONE

Sotloi.—Cnpn Cod S. S. Co.
Enil Borton AirporT—M.yflow.r Air
Tompio Touri. 248 Wnihington St.
N. E. Foldnr Oiit. Co	

Amtricen Eip'eu	
Prowine.lown 	

Mtrrton Mill. |Hy
Edgortown ....
Nantxielot . .

ANY WESTERN UNION or YOUR TRAVEL ASENCY

RATES

... Hub. 2650
... E. B. 2640

... L.L 4758
. . H.r<. 3159

.. . Hub. 2230

524 - 566

BOSTON TO PROVINCETOWN
BOSTON TO MARSTON MILLS (Hy.i
BOSTON TO FALMOUTH .. ..
BOSTON TO OAK BLUFFS .
BOSTON TO NANTUCKET

NANTUCKET TO OAK BLUFFS

NANTUCKET TO FALMOUTH 	

NANTUCKET TO MARSTON MILLS (Hy.nnIiJ
NANTUCKET TO NEW BEDFORD . .

NANTUCKET TO PROVINCETOWN . . . .

...SS.M
. .. 6.00

.... 6.50

. ... 7JO

.. 8.00

... 3.00

... 5.00

... 5.50

.00

) .
. . .123

. 520-31-W
5.40

6X10

Scenic ■ Clean ● Cool ■ ComfortableSCENIC CLEAN COMFORTABLECOOL #2* ■> *

3. NW's variation on EC's last colors: 757-2S7,
N602RC, c/n 23322. (Todd Budish)

2. Ex-Republic MD-82, N311RC, c/n 48089 also at
(Todd Budish)MSP.Above: Center pages from Mayflower's

27 JUL 36 time table.

Above right: 01 JUL

TIME TABLE

39 time table Uf

BOSTON DIVISION
shows network.

Below right: Schedules and fares

center page of triptych on
this time table. Other two

of back and one front

small

STANDARD TIME
in

FROM BOSTON'

HK.AI) OOTVN

Tfi|) S 4

FROM NANTUCKKT

RKAI> I F
r		back of

sections

section have

airline's

iK!.l
Trip 1 Trip J

rh-' ^ '-j-'
R.’ofI Bot/Vlr

.JjVpnrt

W. Boston

lv. Provjrictslowi

|v. Ilyannul
Iv. Oak Bluffs

ar. Falmouth

ar. Kan tucket

Trips Nos. 3 and 4 daily except Sunda> and Holidays. Ilyanni«
and Falmoutli only.

Trips Ko9. 1 nod 2 Mon<Uy, Thursday
* Wn slop

3-.TU ar. 0.45

Iv. *

lv. 0.15

lv. 8.55

7.50

pictures
destinations (left) .

Tod S. bottom of page: Slogans on
back of same time table.

of
4.05

\ummasmrnmn]
c

d.«5
m 3lv. 7.154.IU

M.
Iv. 0.304.45

\rniimmmm Ik

c._id Friday ooly,

request.
L-__

5. CO/PE 747-243B,
mid-merger scheme.

Ten Passenger Planes Available for Chorler

to or from Cope Cod and Nantucket

N605PE, c/n 20520 at MSP
(Todd Budish)

737-322,
(R.M. Bell)

Boeing4. United's newest type:

N305UA, c/n 2366 at BUR.

1 n

MAYFLOWER AIRLINE-/'
PROVIDENCE DIVISION

lv. NnntuckcL

Iv. Newport
or. Providence

Iv.

Iv-

INCORPORATED

Spend the Day at Your Favorite Resort

RlwmJ Ti i|j (ji ly iui Pr

SPEED SAFETY COMFORT
FOR RESERVATIONS TELEPHONE

u.
. '■

TAirlines Ticket Agene)'. New York .

Host lloston Airport, Mayflower Airlinc.s

Ti'ni|ile Tours, 418 Wushiiiglun Street
Cape Cod Steamsliip Co.
New England Folder Dial. Co
.\nicrk*an Kspress. Boston
llyaiiiiii
Nnnlurkcl	

FoeTAL TniaiouAPJi. Wc»Tr.n\ Union (

Eldorado 6-230U

F,. n. *0«0

I,aT. 4753

Hub. 4050

. . Ilait. 3150

Hub. 4230

-,qe.
#4

frm 1

771

. . . 520 — 292

VovR Travel Aqckct

7. Aloha 737-210C, N4906, c/n 20138 'Queen Emma
Kaleleonalani' in 'new' colors at HNL.

Telegraph',6. PA

N732PA, c/n 19638 (see article) at JFK.
(Richard Fedorco)

747-12KA) 'Clipper Ocean

SAVE HALF A DAY, GO THE MAYFLOWER WAY” (Richard Fedorco)
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DC-9-14, N930EA, c/n 45730 in
(Richard Fedorco)

8. Former EA

Hawaiian Air colors at HNL. by JJM "JET
THOMPSON

n

CIEIPCKir riP€/H TIHE rillEILID

SOME COLOR SCHEME CHANGES:

Singapore Airlines will change from yellow

to gold on the tail and underbelly of its
fleet. New-style titles are also coming.

Repainted WA DC-lOs will have 'DELTA' on a

white background on the No. 2 engine and a
solid Delta logo on the vertical fin.

Western Air Express's Douglas M-2 mailplanes (top right and left
bottom) were the first commercial aircraft to LAS

Fokker

from

Vol.2 No.l,
APR-JUN 76.)

serve

scheduled basis. They were replaced by 10-passenger
trimotors (right bottom) a few years
Kalina's drawing for the cover of the Captain's Log,

on a

F-X

Tomlater. (Detail

/

9. WA's 737-347 N309WA, c/n 23442 is now flying
(Jim Apple Jr.)

LAS, Las Vegas McCartan In
ternational Airport is one of

favorite airports in
United States. Newly-expanded,
it is the 19th-busiest airport

the country and I'd like to
tell you how it got to that
position.

On 05 MAX 20 a pilot by the
of Jack Beskley of Blythe,

landed a Curtiss

the

10. Mid-merger WA 727-247 Adv. N2825W.
21330 without the "W"

titles.

c/n

and with blank tail, DL

(Todd Budish)
in DL colors. the

McCarran LAS
my

in

Angeles
service.

Just over a month after

Salt Lak.Salt Lake City $45 for Las Vegas

City. At the California
service

end t

t^ San

name

California,

Jenny on a flat spot
Nevada desert at a place called

the first

●ixtende Jthe was

mail inaugural, on 23
Las Vegas
commercial airline

Salt

Diego early iti 1931.
Before long WAE iiad outgrow.n

Rockwell Field and in 1930
tract of land on

Nelli -c Air I ce

it;: ope r a t ion
The new airport w.ic

tern -Air Fi'ild.

MAY 26,
its first

1 n
●a

received.rmm
i 1.ItLas Vegas,

recorded flight into the town.
Las

was passengers.

Lakerr They
businessmen Ben Redman and J.A.

purciia.sed a
what is now

Base and moved

out there

called We

Ci tywere

17 APR 26,On Saturday,
received

'ttv. Kt
first

when

began
Contract

its Tomlinson. They boarded the WAE
M-2 mailplane at Salt Lake City
and sat on top of the mail all
the way. Five hours after their
9:30 a.m. takeoff they
in Las Vegas. Three

afterward they continued to Los

Angeles, again seated on top of
the mail bags in the small
forward compartment of the M-2.
Two weeks later Maude Campbell
of Salt Lake City became WAE's

and Las Vegas's first female

airline passenger when she
travelled from her home town to

Los Angeles via Las Vegas.
Flight schedules published

WAE noted that "the

departure time from Salt Lake
City is contingent
arrival of the Boeing

plane from Chicago," (Boeing
being Boeing Air Transport.)

WAE

10-passenger Fokker F-X

called F-Ten) trimotors through
Las Vegas in 1929 and was
charging $30 for the Los
Angeles - Las Vegas trip and

Vegas
scheduled

Western

once-daily service on
Air Mail route 4 (CAM 4).

serviceair

Air Express
Lt;r mi na 1

measured

9.15

airport

bu j 1J i !i<3 on Die
about 20 X 40 ft

m) . It liad a coffee sliop,
office

The

This

Angeles
Las

fleet of

fielda r rived

hours (6.111. WA DC-10-10 final was the route from Los

to Salt Lake City via

Vegas, operated with a
six Douglas M-2 mailplanes.

WAE operated from
Field, a patch
Highway 91, about
west of the town,

located where now

lot of the Sahara Hotel is, at
the corner of Sahara Avenue and

X
12. WA 737-347, N313WA,
tail and no 'W' at LAX

c/n 2359 blank

(R.M. Bell).
some

I .ad i o
(Richard Fedorco)colors, at OGG.

r.rna 11

room and a

weather

adjoin!ng

that time,
about

space, H

counter.ticket rt

TT
Rockwell station was

building. Even
the airport

eight

machines. According to

Airlines agent Wern Willis,
slot machines made more

for WAE thaii selling

tickets did. They had to
the machines three or

times a day.
For a few months in

WAE operated as General
Lines, using two DC-2s on
San Diego - Los Angeles

Salt Lake City

a n1 n

atof land

two miles

on

boasted

slotMillsIt was

Western

the

money

airline

empty
four

parkingthe

Paradise Road.

Graham,It

byMaury

former World War 1 pilot,
the inaugural eastbound flight,
carrying 265 pounds (120 kg) of

Former Army pilot Charles
the

ti aMaurice
took

the

ma i 1

on

1934,
Air

its

Las

r oute.

result

new air mail

Post

after the Walter

mail.

pilotedJames"Jamie

westbound inaugural that day.
Las Vegas at this time was a

town of about 4,000 people
to WAE it was nothing more than

stop

eight-hour

yt

started operating
(also Vegas

The name change was the
of the awarding of
contracts

Office, which.

and

Rose' L-1011 TriStar

older colors at

(Richard Fedorco)

13. Air France Concorde 101 F-BVFB, c/n 207
JFK .

14. BA's 'The Shot Silk

200 G-BGBC, c/n 193N-1182 in
JFK.

the by the U.S.a refuelling

6 0 0-mile,

on

(Richard Fedorco)
Los
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mail scandals/
involved

air

Folger Brown air
said no

1

RIGHT;

Three-fifths of the fleet of the Las

Vegas Hacienda Hotel in early 1960s;
DC-3s (N67674 in foreground) and DC-4
N88890. Other two aircraft

Constellation N9412H and

Luscombe N9272B.(Gerritsma file photo)

airlines in

ma i 1

hold any of
new

the

contracts, could
the new contracts. But the

James

previous

J
Farley,postmaster,

quietly let it be Icnown that a
reorganization of the airlines
in question would satisfy the
letter of the law. In December

WAE adopted

were

four-seat

-V
it. It turned out to be Howard

Hughes who had parked his car
to quickly run into the
terminal to get a newspaper.

In JUN 57 bids were opened
for construction of

$2-million terminal

#4 Jm
of the same year,

its traditional name again,
also sold ● the two DC-2s

with

It

and

cheaper,
247s which

were economically better suited
to the traffic volume on the

replaced them
second-hand Boeing new

building
and in July a TWA L-1649A Star-
liner (Jetstream

a

Constellationweather

aircraft made

the Grand

theWhenroute.

allowed,
scenic detours over

Canyon and Boulder Dam on their
way between Los Angeles and Las

Transcontinental & Western Air began serving LAS

SEP 37 as a stop on its Winslow (AZ) to San Francisco
route 37. Aircraft NC 13711, c/n 1237 was the

-DC-2 and had TWA Fleet No. 301. It has air mail
36, 37, 38 and 44 on the fin.

in TWA language) made a non-
scheduled landing at McCarran,
the largest aircraft ever to
land there until that time.

At about this time it was

decided the present site of the
terminal buildng was too small
for further expansion. A new
terminal was to be built across

the field, on the east side of

the airport. This was protested
by resort hotel operators, who
liked the location of the

airport terminal right on Las
Vegas Boulevard, also known as
"The Strip". On leaving the
airport, arriving passengers
only had to turn right and they

the Strip, with its
nightclubs

The hotel

DC-2s in

Air Mail

production

numbers 2,
(TWA photo)

the

first

route

Vegas.
In SEP 37 Transcontinental &

and Republic),
part of Delta),
That

Western Air (TWA) started

serving Las Vegas with DC-2s as
a stop on its air mail route
(AM-37)

(Arizona) and San Franciso.

During 1939 Nevada Senator
Pat McCarran and the Civil

Aeronautics Authority (CAA),
began setting up an Army
Airfield Training Center at the
airport. Two years later the
Las Vegas Army Airfield and the
Flexible Gunnery School were
established and on 15 MAR 41

the airport became a joint-use
(civil & military) facility and

dedicated

after Senator

McCarran Airport, the army was
fast outgrowing its facili
ties. World War 2 had brought

security and more personnel to
the airport and it had become a
destination for civilian crews

the

When the

started, more facilities
were needed but the government
would not spend money on a buil
ding and site it didn't own.
Things thus remained the same
until the end of the war.

Even with the war over, the
air force wanted to remain in

Southern Nevada. However, it
could no longer accept the
joint-use arrangement
Western Airlines. The local

government was asked to provide
a new municial airport and in
1947 George Crockett and Sen.
McCarran worked out

arrangement for a new civil
airport for Las Vegas.

Crockett gave up his lease
on the land and Clark County

1948. In

was given a
Operator

new

his

Western
United and TWA.

35,000
and

(now

first year

emplaned

eirport was
a day - a

over the 41

passengers who flew out of Las
Vegas during the first year of
airline service in 1926

The old McCar
turned over to

and was renamed Las
Force Base.

between Winslow passengers

deplaned and

averaging 12 flights
big increase

the

delivering B-17 bombers to
U.S. Army Air Corps,
war

ran Field

Air

was

Force

Air

Nellis

the
were on

hotels,
casinos.

felt this gave them

equal shot at the
guests. They feared a
across the field would

Vegas and

operators
all an

It became
AFB in 1950.

A $2-milli

issue in NOV 55
purchase 59
adjacent to

$1.75 million to
runways
full-time

the volunteer

at McCarran.

The mid and late
busy years.

Bayley, the

Hacienda Hotel,
Champagne

Angeles,

Diego, using DC-3s,
even a Constellation

The name of the

Vegas HACIENDA
painted on the aircraft in
color pink. In 1959

brought some 40,000
to Las Vegas, all
gambling junkets,
manager Robert

call one day telling him a
was speeding down the runway
chasing an airplane taking off.
It turned out to be a big
gambler from the Hacienda who

had missed his flight home. The
plane returned to the gate to
pick him up 1

On another occasion, Metten
airport

news someone

the

on public bond

raised money to
of land

airport for
expand the two

and hire three

firemen to replace
fire department

arriving

terminal

divert

officially
McCarran Field,
Patrick Anthony McCarran.

Sen. McCarran is

was

parcels
thewith

many potential guests away from
their hotels.

By way of a compromise, it
was proposed to build a new
road along the airport propery
to ditect traffic back onto The

Strip, but this was rejected by
the

Administration (FAA). Funds for
the construction of

terminal, $5 million,
raised through
election called by the
Board of Commissioners in

59 .

7955
considered

to be the father of modern

aviation in the U.S. Senate. He

was the co-sponsor of the
McCarran-Lea Bill in

which the Civil

Authority was

Thanks to McCarran's efforts,
many small towns throughout the

United States have an airport
of some sort, paid for
federal grants and/or loans.

Later on in 1941 a man named

George Crockett came to Las

Vegas looking for a place to
set up an aviation business. He
looked at the old Rockwell

Field site but could not reach

an agreement with the owners.
He then found a suitable

location down the Los Angeles
Highway. With the help of Sen.
McCarran he worked out a deal

with the Federal Bureau of 'Land

Management to lease an entire

tract of land straddling the
highway, for $10 per year for
20 years. Crockett put up an
office and began selling fuel
and doing aircraft maintenance
under the name Alamo Aviation.

The location is now the site

of Hughes Aviation Services at

the present McCarran Airport.
Meanwhile, back at (the old)

1938

Aeronautics

established.

by an

McCarran Airport, 1955. Road on the left, top photo, is Las

Vegas Boulevard, ("The Strip"). Bottom photo shows air side
of the terminal building. A Western CV-240 is on the ramp.

(Both photos courtesy McCarran Int'l Airport).

' 50s were

Doc

of the

was operating
to Los

San

DC-4s and

(ex-TWA).
Las

was

the

the fleet

passengers
of them on

Warren

owner

ntT

AviationFederal

the
took

return, Crockett
lease as a Fixed-Base

the

it tf

Flights
San Francisco and

over in
were

special
County

DEC

by
a

(FBO)

facility
business.

proposed
continue

on

to Hotel,
Hotel" McCarran handled 959,600

passengers that year, 40%
than in 1958.

Construction of a terminal

building began soon after. It
would be a replica of the one
in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

On 17 DEC 48 the new Clark

Airport was
dedicated

the second

name. It had
●f

paved
runways and one gravel runway
which would soon be paved. The
terminal building (which

being used, by Hughes
west

more

On 11 JUN 61 National

Airlines inaugurated coast-to-
coast service on its newly-

San Francisco
ser-

routes

Airport

Metten got a
car

County Public

officially
McCarran Field,
airport by that
two 6,500 ft (2,000

as awarded Miami

southern transcontinental
different

and one of these,
Lockheed

Fivevice .

were awarded.

Flight
Electra

m)

with

propjets.
229

cameII
IS

through Las Vegas.
The airport

still

Aviation Services) on the

side of the field had 27,750 sq
ft (2,580 sq m)
served four

(today part of Northwest, by
way of AirWest, Hughes AirWest

handled 45,683

that month.passengers
was called by an

of space and
airlines: Bonanza

employee wih the
had parked a
boarding
wanted to know what to do about

i

THE JET AGE ARRIVES

The jet age came to Las
Vegas in NOV 60 when TWA began

oncar

callerTheramp.

22



terminal

In the
993-mllllon central
and parking structure,
following month, on
ISunworld Airlines

service. Based in Las Vegas, it
the first air carrier to

headquarters in
Airlines

first

service to
International became the
airline to start
McCarran since

Texas International followed on
18 SEP, Continental on
and PSA in December.
December was a big month

Braniff

CV-880 services

York

the

began
was

scheduled

(Flight #148) to
Idlewild Airport. Work

east-side

this time.

Mew
27 MAY,

inaugurated
deregulation.on

terminalnew
29 SEP RIGHT:

This postcard shows
model of the

of McCarran

the

Itabout

dedicated on 15 MAR
control tower was

the fourth in

63 and a

also

the Las

The airport was

designated
international airport

changed

was

establish its

Nevada.

began service on 13 SEP and on
15 OCT the new FAA tower was

same

a

for

and

the

on a

the

final look

2000. Shown

four circular

new

opened,
Vegas Valley-

also

Northeastanother reason;

British Airways brought in
Concorde while it was

16-city promotion tour of
U.S.A.

are

gate areas connected with
the newly-expanded termi
nal building,

upper section
photo
satellite buildings,

connected to

terminal via the

an
now dayThatdedicated.

America West started service to
and its

to McCarran theIn
name was

International Airport.
Many people

the airport would
"White elephant basking in
desert sun". They believed they
had over-built for what was
really needed. The old terminal
had been handling 118 flights
per day and
gers per year in

The new facility was

flights

saw American

McCarran and

Orient began

FEB there were
Air

that

McCarran.

1984 was another good year
for the airport. On 29 APR Muse
Air began service there and on
01 JUN United brought

first regular Boeing
[service. By December

become the

the United

the 30th-busiest in

20 JAN 78

Airlines include
when Northwest
service on 01

theof

felt, however,
become

the three

all

the main

Automa

ted Transit System. When
the $800-million project
is completed, the airport
will have quadrupled
present space and will be
able to handle 30 million

are

a

the
in the

767

McCarran

per day.
added to

358 flights
California

beginning on 01 MAY.
A new $3-million

nal arrivals

dedicated on 15 AUG and a month
of the "Super

to the

21st-busiest

States

the

Internatlo-
was

had

airport in
and

building1,285,000 passen- its

the previous
now

per day
passengers per

still

world .model

was unveiled
first

" will be able to

later a

Terminal

public
"McCarran 2000

year .
handling 128

1,444,700
and the totals were

1985 was a bigger year yet,
it. On 01

rt

passengers per year●
(McCarran International

Airport photo)

if you can believe
APR

arrived and on 01

757

time.theforand
Airlines

MAY Eastern

service, another
first for an aircraft type.
Hawaiian started service on 06

Pride Air

Airlines

Mid-Pacific
year

rising.
A new master plan adopted in

JAN 66 called for more than
doubling the size of
teminal building, providing a
new runway for general aviation
and for lengthening of
existing runways. By JUN 66 the
airport
supporting and was removed from
the tax rolls. It has remained
self-supporting to this day.

By JAN 69 there were
flights a day and
largest aircraft ever" arrival

took place on 08 DEC 69 when a
Boeing 747 on a test flight
landed.

A three-year construction

project for further terminal
expansion began in JAN 70 and
the dedication of the resulting

#3 and #4 cluster buildings

took place in MAR 73. Soon
after runway and taxiway
construction started.

Traffic in JAN 74 averaged
260 flights per day and had
increased to 273 by December of
the●year.

In APR 75 Scenic Airlines

moved from North Las Vegas
Airport to McCarran with its
unique Grand Canyon sight
seeing flights and in July of
that year the airport started a
new passenger safety program.
The voices of famous celebre-

ties are used to caution pas
sengers during their 750 ft
(230 m) - ride on the moving
sidewalks in the terminal buil

ding. This is a big hit with

30 million passengers
qua-

the existing square

handle

annually and it will have
druple
footage.

Growth

started

the

expansion
1980s,
adding

August
Alaska

JUN and in

joined.

followed in September.
brought

dedication ceremonies

grand opening and completion of
the first phase of McCarran
2000. When the project has been
completed, it will include a
central terminal, a

garage and two
terminals

central terminal by
automatic transit system.

The milestone of one-million

and

continued through the
with Eastern Airlines

05 JUL

Sunworld, TWA, United and Wings
West (operating as American
Eagle). Just about every day
you can also see American Trans

Air charters arriving and
departing, plus Air Canada and
quite often Worldways Canada.

PSA is the largest operator
the

of flights. This,
however, will soon change to
USAir after their merger. Air

Scenic Airlines and Air
of the

the good takeoff shots,
of the

The

get some
depending on the
aircraft using the runway,
sun is behind you

you'll have beautiful
for your pictures.

There are a lot of

an increase of

1985. The total

per day is

representing
13.8% over

number of flights

averaging 444.
The future looks

McCarran.

buildings
transit systems are on
drawimg boards. When completed,
they will bring the number of
aircraft gates to 80. The
six-level parking garage can be
doubled in size if need be.

In October80. more

the
service on

November construction began on

a new FAA Air Traffic Control
Southwest Airlines began

JAN

s 1 ze

totally self-was

all day
lighting

so

tower.

flying into McCarran on 31
82 and Ozark did so four days

later. In August more than $300
million in

bonds

expansion. No tax dollars
used.

great for
satellite

automa.ted
the

Two more

with
223

another

aircraft

parking
satellite

linked with the

at the airport in terms of
number

in storage at the Hughes
Aviation Services area on

west side of the field along

Haven Road. You can get some

good shots of some of these
aircraft when shooting over the
fence from the roof of your

car. Here you may see anything
from commuter aircraft to 727s,

747s.

good
you

airport
issued

revenue

for

were

theII

were

an

Nevada,
Vegas also operate out
airport.

PSA is the largest
at the airport in terms of
number

started

April
Express

service 01 FEB 83 and in

construction

Pacific

month

86,
handled per

reached in DEC
passengers
was operator

the
began on a

PHOTOGRAPJY GOOD IF

Photography at

good if you have a car
around to the south side of the
field. Any pictures from
terminal will be through tinted
windows. The parking garage
fair, but you'll need at
a 250-300 mm telephoto lens
get usable shots.

The best locations I
found are along Sunset
This runs parallel
7/25, the mian runway,
east end of the runway you

McCarran is

to drive
flights. This,

however, will soon change to
USAir after their merger.

Air Nevada, Scenic Airlines
and Air Vegas also operate out
of the airport.

McCarran is one of

airports in the country
you can still see
Tri-Motor flying

frequently. Scenic
still operates N414H,
5-AT-C, for charters.

The following types of
aircraft are operating daily:

DHC-6-300 Twin

BAe 145-200,

Boeing

& 300,
and 767;
DC-e-71,

DC-10;

ofDC-8s, F-27s and even
Access to the area can be

to poor, depending on who
ask and where and when.

At the time of this writing

(early AUG 87), the Hughes area
has what is probably

collection

the U.S.

McCarran International Airport as it looks today. The photo
shows the new Automated Transit System connecting the terminal
with the satellite building. (McCarran Int'l Airport photo)

the

IS

least
the few

where

Ford

quite
Airlines

a Model

theto
^*1

of GAF

I think

which

largest
Nomands in

just about every airline
operated this aircraft in
U.S. and the Caribbean

represented here. They
been in storage here
about the early 1980s.

A note of caution: I have

been warned by airport security
that taking photos of
aircraft at both McCarran

is forbidden.

a

have

Road.
the

to runway

At the

can

old streets
what is now

down

fence

There is
the

and

the

shoot

IS

have

since
olfind a couple

which used to cross

You can drive
the

402,
Otter, Shorts 360,
Swearingen
727-100 & 200, 737-200
747 on charters, 757
McDonnel

Cessna

the runway,
these

surrounding the field,
a dirt lane running

toward
Metro,private

and
along

park
From

North Las Vegas
You have been warned!

At the time this is written,
the following airlines
serving McCarran (but

aircraft types are changing so
fast, it is difficult to keep
up): American, America West,
Braniff, Continental, Delta,
Eastern, Hawaiian, Northwest,
PSA, Southwest, Stateswest,

fence where you
watch the

roof of your car you can
over the fence and

great landing shots
135 mm lens. You can

some side shots of the aircraft
the runway

can

aircraft.
Douglas

DC-9-10 & 30, MD-80 and
Lockheed L-1011.

everyone.

Airline deregulation in 1977

had a big impact on McCarran
Field and the number of daily
flights was rising fast from.
When the act was passed in
1977, it already stood at 303

per day.

are

the
get some

with a mere

also get
to the Public

staff

airport

Sincere thanks

relations office and

McCarren International

for their help in supplying
with

report.

o f

as they line up on
for takeoff.

me

thisforinformation
farther west

you can

drive

along this dirt strip
I f youJUL 78 BraniffIn
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Capital
g AIRLINES Capital

§ AIRLINES
28 YEARS OF OEPENDABIE SERVICE

APRIL 29, 1956

the
of Airline Schedules Copitd inauguratesCopyright 1987

George W. Cearley, Jr. service In the SOUTH
STARTING SEPTEMBER 10

IiiMTHE ENTIRE SCHEDULE ARTICLE IN THIS ISSUE OF THE CAPTAIN'S LOG IS DEVOTED TO THE VICKERS-ARMSTRONGS
VISCOUNT AND EARLY SERVICE WITH THIS AIRCRAFT IN THE MIDDLE AND LATE 19S0’S, AS WELL AS THE EARLY
1960'S.

BETWEEN
ALSO IN 1956, AS A RESULT OF
THE LIFTING OF A RESTRICTION BY

THE CAB WHICH PROHIBITED NONSTOP

SERVICE IN THE NEW YORK-CHICAGO

MARKET, CAPITAL STARTED NONSTOP
FLIGHTS BETWEEN THE TWO LARGEST

CITIES IN THE UNITED STATES.

NONSTOP NEW YORK-CHICAGO

VISCOUNT SERVICE COMMENCED ON

SEPTEMBER 10, 1956.new vor
j/ AIRLINES AND

m

cnicago
28 YEARS OF OEPENOA8LE SERVICE Bll

Of OIPfNPAtU MlVICt

JANUARY S, I9SS AUO. M, 19S5 NEW

BY POPULAR DEMAND!THE ElsdiELOYEES

i
%

i f

▲OF C.A.FITA.L V FOR COMPLETE SCHEDULE . . SEE PAGES 12-15

■WTSH YOU A. '4

f

wmsomrCapifslflirlittes
NORTHBOUNDBIAD DOWN

u CapitalNirlinesFPtOSFEROUS /,

DURING THE SPRING OF 1956 CAPITAL
INTRODUCED VISCOUNTS ON ROUTES TO THE

SOUTHERN CITIES OF ATLANTA, BIRMINGHAM,
MOBILE, AND NEW ORLEANS.
FLIGHTS WERE OFFERED OVER THE FOLLOWING

ROUTES;

ATLANTA; (2) NEW YORK-ATLANTA-NEW
ORLEANS; (3) NEW YORK-WASHINGTON-
ATLANTA-BIRMINGHAM; (4) NEW YORK-

ATLANTA; (5) NEW YORK-8IRMINGHAM-NEW

ORLEANS; AND (6) DETROIT-CLEVELAND-
PITTSBURGH-ATLANTA-BIRMINGHAM-MOBILE-

NEW ORLEANS.

■IL NON-STOPS b«tWMn
1©BB!

iso POWERED BY‘^Cj CHICAGO and

WASHINGTON

, ROLlS-ROiCE INITIAL
NORTH-SOUTH

SERVICE
p.v-

Cy/Hm! Rlrlimml *● T-;;,. - (1) PHILADELPHIA-WASHINGTON-

mamur !Pr-
●ilacliv*

Junt 5,

19S6

'Uwill fi

"TIh PntUMl"

iTIm Iwitftdtmu"
"Tha CautFtvliaa"

12<45 P. M.

3i15 P. M.

6i00 P.M.

o o

Eotly in 1955, Capilal Airlinet will
inlroduca the Vickari Viicounl, Ihe

world'i firit lurbo-prop airliner. Ovr
leleclion is Iba result of on extended

search for the type of oircrofl that
could best serve Copilol’s millions
of loyal passengers- We sincerely
believe Ihe Viscount, which combines

swiftness with the highest degree of
silence and smoothness, will write on
imporlonl poge in aviation history,

1 o

S[2)Laiil|lliil^
The VISCOUNTCifStallUrUfiti mCQUHT

ICHIDULI

IlMtIvs ilefeil H, HSJ

by fourl£AD UPUAD DOWN

m m 9v m■a it the wdrid's flrti *

Turbo*prep otrlli'erl

0^ m m m m ROUS-ROYCt
P.M. rtA.M, P.M. P.M.

eegiAti

V - VISCOUNT FLIGHTSHMIOUl IT;MIMS Lv Ir

h~l tbM Ar WASMISTM It IlN

I.M TMS ftU M0 WASWSSTM ii 025 t)N ll;N

id
Ar HnSCiRM ir ItiBPM

f.W if mntssM Ax Tt;2»
P^tudoil

IM) 205 443 ;>2S Ar OiUM Lt XtM %tS OM M*

A.M. P.M. P.M. P.Mb

WATCH roi NIW UPANOlO VIKOUHT KHIDUkU

P.JA. P.AC P.M. P.M

WORLD'S FIRST TURBO-PROP AIRLINER

THERE’S A NEW SOUND

IN THE SKY . . .

irU'iIl’s ihc distinctive sound of the VISCOUNT—i

fint tiirbo-pnp airliner.' Powered by four Rolls-Royce
engines and proved by over a billioo passenger miles,
this quieter, smoother airliner marks the adveot of
a new age io Sight.

CAPITAL AIRLINES BECAME THE FIRST U.S. AIRLINE TO OFFER JET POWERED TRAVEL WHEN IT PLACED
VICKERS ARMSTRONGS VISCOUNT 700'S IN SERVICE ON ITS WASHINGTON, D.C.-CHICAGO ROUTE ON JULY 26
1955.

1955.

TIMETABLES ABOVE SHOW PRE-INAUGURAL ADVERTISEMENTS AND POST INAUGURAL SERVICE DURING
CAPITAL HAD ORDERED A TOTAL OF 60 VISCOUNTS FROM VICKERS AT A COST OF 65 MILLION DOLLARS.
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Newest and fastest airliner in America...

3
APRIL 24. 1I5S

NOW
in North American

» skies...TRANS-

CANADA
CONTINENTAL fSS

«» j

HORTHCaSTAl

AIRLINES

TCAEffective Augusl 1,19SS

SYSTEM TIMETABLE

Boston ● New York ● Washington
Philadelphia ● Montreal

...first to introduce the swift, smooth,

restful flight of the
r

h incomparableThe JBT POWER j
JET-PROP

rof,
ewlom-bullt for Continenlol AlHiiw* by VickorvArtMfrongt Umlt«t... powetwi by Roitt-Boyeo

ifWORLD

PREMIERE
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES First in the west xvitk jet-power flights! THE MAPLE LEAF ROUTE

Powared by Rolli-Royce pfopallar-lvrba en^inai

Service for Chicago, Denver, Lot Angelet, Kontot Ccy and Colo

rado Springi beginiMay28. At more of Ihete luperbairtlnen are added
10 Continental’! fleet, the Jet Power Vitcount II wifi be teen Ihroughoirt

OF THE

NEW
■he Weitem port of the United Statai terved by Continental Airliitet.

You1l appreciate the tpeed, comfort and luxury the Jet Power
VUeouni II bringr to oir travel...procliealfy no vibration or n^ie...an

bly tfflooth and quiet flight that ollowi you to enjoy the beou-
AND ALTHOUGH THREE U.S. AIRLINES

HAD INTRODUCED THE VISCOUNT BY

SUMMER 1958, TRANS-CANADA
AIRLINES HAD ACTUALLY BEEN THE

FIRST NORTH AMERICAN OPERATOR

OF THE PROPJET.

SERVICE WAS OVER THE MONTREAL-

TORONTO-PORT ARTHUR/FORT WILLIAM-
WINNIPEG ROUTE ON APRIL 1, 1955.
TORONTO-NEW YORK SERVICE

FOLLOWED THREE DAYS LATER.

Startsunbeli

tiful interior of Ihit oirliner ond the penortol hotpitolity of ContinentolINCOMPARABLE
TRANSCONTINENTALAirlinei.

jer powEn
INTERNATIONAL INITIAL

ContiTimtaVs 'Gold-Carpet’Service...

I I
r

7i TRANS-ATLANTIC
CONTINENTAL WAS THE SECOND U.S.

CARRIER TO OPERATE THE VISCOUNT.

CONTINENTAL INAUGURATED FLIGHTS

WITH THE STRETCHED MORE POWERFUL

VISCOUNT 812 {VISCOUNT ID ON

MAY 28, 1958, IN THE CHICAGO-
KANSAS CITY-DENVER-LOS ANGELES

MARKET.

BERMUDA-CARIBBEAN
C«arifl«nlel Air1tM» Swt If TVM«obU— J9I7

Island HoppingNORTHEMSTiBeginning Aug. 21

JET-PROP

inaugurates
—the more islands the merrier. Take advantage of BWIA’s Free
Stopover Plan—see back cover of this timetable for sample trips.

AIRLINES

SERVICE
NORTHEAST AIRLINES BECAME THE

THIRD U.S. OPERATOR 0F THE

VISCOUNT ON AUGUST 21, 1958.
AN ORDER FOR TEN VISCOUNT

798D'S HAD BEEN SUBSTITUTED

FOR AN EARLIER ONE FOR BRISTOL

BRITTANIAS.

ENTERED SERVICE IN NORTHEASTERN

MARKETS (BOSTON-WASHINGTONj

MONTREAL-BOSTON-PHILADELPHIA;

BOSTON-IDLEWILD; AND BOSTON-
LA GUARDIA-WASHINGTON).

TIME IN EARLY 1959, THE
VISCOUNTS BRIEFLY SERVED ON

ROUTES TO FLORIDA.

I ●
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THE VISCOUNT

OMD ctntui u
or

BRITISH WEST INDIAN AIRWAYS (BWIA) INTRODUCED

ITS FIRST VISCOUNT SERVICE ON DECEMBER 2,

1955.

VISCOUNT SERVICES IN THE SUMMER OF 1956;

(1) NEW YORK-BERHUDA-SAN JUAN-BARBADOS-
TRINIDAD; (2) NEW YORK-BERMUDA; (3) NEW YORK-
NASSAU-MONTEGO BAY-KINGSTON; AND (4) KINGSTON-
CURACAO-TRINIDAD.

SCHEDULES AT RIGHT SHOW SOUTHBOUNDFOR A
■UHOCTM

flMfl

r. T>«o«ui

AlfTlOUl

The incomparable Viscount, powered by 4 ROLLS ROYCE jet-propengines OIUMLOVFt

iftumaiggx

BOSTON ● NEW YORK ● WASHINGTONwill serve I»AI«AD09
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NEW Of»LCAN$ —MEXICO —CENTRAL AMERICA—PANAMA

Southbound HOlOAl Tvcie*i wfoiuta«T THvataAT ratoti IWBDttunms4T
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Timetable
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TACA HAD INTRODUCED ITS FIRST VISCOUNTS

IN SERVICE ON THE NEW ORLEANS-SAN

SALVADOR ROUTE IN DECEMBER 1957, USING
AN AIRCRAFT THEN LEASED FROM PHILIPPINE

AIRLINES.

MARCH 10, 1966.

TUCn offers exclusive
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f ●
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SCHEDULES ABOVE ARE FROM
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> Winter:

1958*59!*
AER LINGUS HAD INAUGURATED ITS FIRST VISCOUNT

SERVICE IN APRIL 1954, USING VISCOUNT 707'S.

LATER VISCOUNT 808'S AND SOS’S (SHOWN ON
SCHEDULE AT LEFT) WERE BOUGHT TO REPLACE THE
VISCOUNT 707'S.

ARE FROM WINTER 1958-59.
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BEA HAD BEEN THE WORLD'S FIRST AIRLINE TO INTRODUCE SCHEDULED VISCOUNT SERVICE BEGINNING
APRIL 18, 1953, ON THE LONDON-CYPRUS ROUTE. SCHEDULE ABOVE SHOWS SERVICES A YEAR LATER
DURING THE SPRING OP 1954.
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LH LH XLUFTHANSA Korn fori mil Turboprop. LUFTHANSA ORDERED NINE VISCOUNT

314'S DURING 1956,

VISCOUNT CONSTITUTED THE GERMAN

AIRLINE'S PRIMARY MEDIUM HAUL

AIRCRAFT DROM 1959 TO THE MID

1960'S, BEING UTILIZED ON
CNTRA-GERMAN AND WESTERN

EUROPEAN ROUTES.

vEFT FROM JANUARY 4, 1959.
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SCHEDULES AT
AIR PRANCE SCHEDULES FROM WINTER 1958-59

ILLUSTRATE SOME OF THE CARRIER'S VISCOUNT

SERVICE, IN THIS CASE ON THE PARIS-LONDON
ROUTE.

CARRIER IN THE WORLD TO OPERATE THE VISCOUNT
WITH SERVICE BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 15, 1953.

ALSO SHOWN ARE BEA SERVICES IN THIS MARKET.
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Early Havaiian Airlines Safety Cards
carried form number HAL 171 for many
years/ beginning with the "Water
Landings" leaflet illustrated in
Figure B, dated 12/66. Using
black and aqua, a Japanese insert
is shown, and appropriately referenced
as HA1>171-A.

Black & green folding leaflets were
issued for many years for "Emergency
Vfeter Landing Procedures" that
included three different logos:
the older helvetica-italic lettering,
a very short-lived interim "H" logo,
and the current high-tech graphic
lettering; all of ■iduch are shown in

Figure C.

During tie late 1960s anl early 1970s,
individual safety cards appeared for
Hawaiian's aircraft. Shown in Figure
D is that of the Convair 640. Others

in the style (black & white cardboard
plastic) included D7-9 Series 10

Royal Fan Jet, DC-9 Series 30 Royal
Fan Jet aiYd Life Vest Instructions

aboard your HAL aircraft. Most
probably a card also existed for the
ys-11 operated during this time period.

Ihis article will be devoted to the

Passenger Safety Cards used over the
decades by Hawaiian Airlines, by far
the largest of the airlines operating
from the Hawaiian Islands,

rigure A illustrates a very ‘early
Dlack &. white cardboard card used

iboard the Piston Convairs and the

venerable DC-3. It would date from

die early 1950s from tte -ti-tle lead
referring to tie Civil Aeronautics

^thority, the predeoesor to the FAA.
'latiarally this is a "fleet card
since it predates -the regulations
requiring sepera-te cards by many
years.
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IN MARCH 1958, SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS ORDERED
VISCOUNT 813 *S AND TOOK DELIVERY OF THE FIRST

AIRCRAFT IN OCTOBER 1958.

SCHEDULES FROM JULY 1, 1961, ILLUSTRATING
VISCOUNT SERVICES BY BOTH CENTRAL AFRICAN

AIRWAYS AND SOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS-

lAHI AIN

● 7
A DE NU

SHOWN ABOVE ARB
DOHA

KAIACKI
aiao

1^0 1^ IIlOMiA ^

●CvO.

-r

Emergency
Water Landing
Procedures

MIDULE EAST AIRLINES STARTED VISCOUNT SERVICES

IN OCTOBER 1955.

EASTBOUND SERVICES IN EUROPE AND THE MIDDLE

EAST AS OF SEPTEMBER 1, 1962.

SCHEDULES ABOVE SHOW
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would have been submerged below the
waterline.

Enter Interaction Research. In 1982,

Hawaiian Air began to introdiice the
tri-fold colorful (an understatarent)
cards of this Olynpia. Washington
corporation. These cards included:

In 1973 Hawaiian Airlines movea into
the first hints of irazorporating

graphic art into their briefing cards.
These cards include: DC-9 HAI/-800
of 12/73 (Yellow), DC-9 HAL-627 of
11/74 (Green), DC-9 HAI/-627 of 5/75
(Blue), and DC-9 HAL-627 of 5/77
(Purple on White and Purple on Biege).

Figure E danonstrates the late 1970s
graphic style cards used throughout the
fleet, highlighted with red and purple.
The color versions included the
EC-9-30/50 without aircraft being
specifically identified, DC-9-80,
anl EBsh 7. A black £. white version
was

black on yellow version for DC-9-30
VC 58. A very unique procedure
shown on these DC-9 cards was the

launching and boarding of a life
raft fron the tail-cone exit which

I-'cderiil regulations erquire passengers lo resiew
this iinporiam informaiion for their safety. (0

IM

DC-9-50 (Red top color band):
- version dated 1982

- version 1982 Litho Canada
- Code 257

- Code 257 Litho Canada

DC-9 Super 80 (Purple color band):
- version dated 1982

- Code 256

- Code 256 Litho Canada

EC-9 Super 80 (Blue color band):
This version is without rafts and

life vests.

- Code 309

Securite

Sicherheit

Seguridadused on DC-9-30 VC 59/68 and

.tx—1

Shown, hejie. La. ^noni.
of ConvaLn 6k0 which
wai. pn.int.eA on cemA-
boanA, It coJuiieA

date..

KAW/UEAni/Un

FOR YOUR
no

njtfejiencje. on.

S>)tsfz(D^-k<r>tzsb\.z^.

HraKMEAN
PRIOR TO TAKEOFF AND LANDING 6 V>l2l||id3l|iIU«

STOW OACtiAUk' ADJUST St'Af8ACK!i Afin SSnVICE VRAYS

r - y/i* c f

Tlie Coloi-s ol' Rir.disc-

n&Mmvxa.i

NO SMaRING

DC«9
«9

\
iCaRD fRQM AiaCHAF

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

OXtQEHliUSKS

SAFETY CARD L1011ttXTT.'r
Pars su seguHdyd
For yourasf«t?
Pour YOtre il*

FOf Ihre Sicherheit
Per Is Vostra sicurezxs
Para sua

Arm SauiyA ^eaonscHocTM
Dis bezpieczehstws
pasa^srow
Zs va$a stgurnost
fid dspefeid onr
Kendi emniyAiinlz Igin

CARD SAFETY DASH 7B

Dash 7 (Pink top color band):
- version dated 1982

- Code 258

- Code 258 Litho Canada

In addition to tl-e above cards,

Hawaiian used DC-9-50, DC-9-80
and EBsh 7 cards of the last

issues with black spray paint on
back panel to eliminate raft
instructions for aircraft that

were not so provisioned.

Interaction produced "PMT"s (a
special artwork print) in 1983
for DC-8-62 204 and 189, neither

of which were ever printed.

EUrir^ the last several j^sars,
Hawaiian introduced several new

aircraft types/versions into its
fleet ther^iy requiring many new
briefing cards. Id reduce the
high expeditures for Interaction
cards (tie highest prices of the_
safety card manufacturing cesrpanies)

CARD SAFETY DASH 7A

►
SOACE POSITIONS

ABCiir-je'Vt 'jfic- naitk Iji

EMERGENCY EXIT

PROCEDURES

& WATER LANDING

PROCEDURES

i t

CARD SAFETY -80

izza
I

a
CARD SAFETY - 50B

3CHOCTM

a
CARD SAFETY - 50A

E

hie. canA

uAeA late. I^"fOAfean.J.^ I^SOa.
Note, that the. uC-1 cxuuLa cannieA
no iAentit^ OA. Auch.

m.m I he. cjieative. CARD SAFETY -62 COM
'cin

m

CARD SAFETY - 62

WBSSKWK G

,^D[^iLD0^ SampieA. of the. new
wejie. intnoduceA dunin^ neaent
fie.et expanAionf Aome. with the.
olA tnading, name., Aome. with the.

'AinlUveA." oAdeA.

cojAa that / he. <^mpte.te coLLeation of the
Cxxhin. Safe.tg" cjorAa. in

pxint at the. time, of thiA an.t.ic.Je.,
huntheJi deAc.niption la noteA in
the. gnaph/chant pnovideA.

new

n
lew
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of
clLL Cabin

. none. vejiAion

the. autkoruLA. AOm
illustrated in figures G and H.

All-Nippon illustrations and showing
2 rafts in storage between doors
3L and 3R.

L-1011 (Purple Tri-Fold) noted as
Revised 7/85 now showing all doors
with slidW'raft units,

DC-8-63 (purple) and DC-8-63 (Red)
dated 11/86 that incorporates the
Hawaiian Airlines logo, (For
rrarketing reasons, Hawaiian Air
is now known as Hawaiian Airlines

or sinply, Hawaiian,
was thought to be confused with
now bankrupt Air Hawaii.)

DC-8-62 (Gold) dated 10/86, DC-9-14
(Green) dated 6/86 and DC-9-15
(Orange) dated 12/85 ccsrplete the
set.

(It's ijrportant to note that
the original DC-8-62 cards came
in two versions, in purple, of
Arrow Air format: one for DC-8-62
and caie for DC-8-62 (204).)

Beginnirg in tte Spring of 1987,
Hawaiian contracted to purchase
dynamic new briefing cards for
their entire fleet fron Cabin

Safety Inc. All of tie Cabin
Safety cards would be in the
new "tri-fold" format introduced

in 1986 and would incorporate the
Hawaiian logo and marketing slogan,
"The Colors of Paradise" on the

front covers throughout.

HAWAIIAN REF:

CARD SAFETY -

CABIN SAFETY

CODE AND DATE(S)
COLOR BAND (FOR IDENT.)AIRCRAFT M II

DC-8-62 Conbi

DC-8-62 Combi

DC-9-50

DC-9-50

DC-9-80

DC-8-62

I^lOll

Dash 7

Dash.7

DC-9-14

DC-9-15

DC-8-63

lXD-8-62 Corbi

6/87
7/87
7/87
7/87
7/87
7/87
7/87

7/87
7/87
T.B.A.*

T.B.A.*

T.B.A.*

September 87 ? Gray Hash + Blue

- 62 CCM

- 62 COM

- 50 A

- 50 B

- 80

- 62

- Lion

- DASH 7 A

- DASH 7 B

- 14

- 15

- 63

- 62 CF

D8F-001

D8F-002

D9S-001

D9S-002

D98-001

D82-001

LlO-OOl

DH7-003

EH7-004

DC9-001

DC9-002

D83-001

D8F-003

Gray Hash
Gray, Hash
Light Blue + Blue
Light Blue
Agua
Gray
Reddish Yellow (Gold)
Red + Blue

A
black with small

to Lhc right of
title inlogo

Northwest
the

two

blue

movie

red

the

white background with red
in the center and

each way

also in red.
both ends are

(closest to the ends) and red.
Next we have a pair

the same

colors. One
with

Airliners International '87

is now history. I am
everyone who was in Indianapo
lis those three days in July,
had a wonderful time. It was

fun to renew acquaintances and
friendships, and meet new
members. Plenty of wheeling and
dealing went on during the two
days. I was able to obtain some

new decks of playing cards and
crew wings which I needed for
my collection.

I thank Phil Brooks and

crew for a fine job on

and for making it a
one .

The "Air II fl

shadows

individial letters.
The other card is

Secret

II

Red
sure

above

The

Purple

Purple Hash
Black

pr i nted
logo,
lines at

thefrom

of my

a light-blue
the TWA logo

title in red. The
dark blue.

"The

. It has
movie

Success

background with
and the movie

MCA logo in

ft

from Pan

except
has

silver

Am. They are
for their

white

* T.B.A. Indicates "To be Advised" wherein the artwork is corpleted and
apprcfved but sufficient supplies of current older cards exist, printir^
of these Cbbin Safety cards forthcorung.

a

background I will do

movie
In a future issue

a feature on all the TWA
I do need

and lines across,
blue

borders, name
and the other has a

background and silver printing,
from

navy
help
Gold

in
decks.

obtaining one called
Golden Seal". I

trade anyone who
obtain a deck.

inaccurate cards provided by the
manufacturer. Unfortunately I had
been unable to locate an example
and therefore cannot produce any
information of these aircraft,

long since retired.

I would sincerely appreciate any
safety cards that you've available
for Hawaiian's DC-6B, Convair 340,
Shorts 330 or YS-11 that can be

included in the next issue of tlie

log. Until then, prosperous
collecting!

Hawaiian is expected to introduce
another DC-8-62 Conbi into service

in the Fall of 1987. Tl-iis aircraft

will be configiired to carry approxi
mately 55 passengers (although could
vary). The chart of Cabin Safety
cards notes this aircraft that will

be differenciated from others by-
calling it DC-8-62 CF.

It is known that Hawaiian did

produce Sharts 330 safety cards
rather than use those totally

ITTl or

The new TWA decks
two new movies to go along with

series,

and shows a

arehis

AI '87

memorable

will buy or

can help meOne istheir

Prom the Hip

looking from between two stacks
background T

The

movie

manIIn

happytime,
farewell

next

and

Until

collecting
TranStar AirlinesI

of
New decks of playing cards

this time are from Northwest,
Pan Am and TWA.

The Northwest deck has a

of books. The

this card is grey*

print on the top is in
the second line in red and

tosmall

black,
the
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#1.

Ozark Airlines' new wing pattern, in use for a
short time before the merger into TWA. These
same wings were worn by all crew members in the
cockpit, according to the information provided
to me by an Ozark captain at ORD. The wing is
overall gold with gold 'birds' on a BLUE
background, not green enamel.

WIIN0S & TIHIIN'GS by RICHARD KORKU

"It was hard work, very hard
work ... My, but it was funl"

A quote from the dust cover
of Capt. Bill Masland's book.
Through the Back Door of the
World in a Ship that had
Wings.', perhaps will help all
of us who heard him speak at
the Airliners International

Convention in Washington, D.C.
banquet remember his eloquent
words that evening. Captain
Masland passed away in early
February of this year and I
would like to pay tribute to
him by quoting from R.E.G.
Davies* Forward in the book:

"Not too long ago I had the
delightful
listening to
address at

gathering. The speaker’s podium
was graced by two eminent
airline pilots, one from the
present, one from the pa^t, and
between them they spanned

almost the entire history of
air transport. The speaker from
the present was a senior
Concorde captain, one of
elite of today's
fraternity. At the pinnacle of
his profession, he
charming, articulate, gently
humorous: altogether a speaker
of fine talent. His misfortune

that evening was that he had to
follow Bill Masland.

produced thousands of wonderful

pilots. Perhaps one per cent of
these have been able to match

words with deeds. The rest have

tended to be the strong, silent
type, characteristic of
chosen profession, and have
indulged' in leisure pursuits
that did not inlude writing

books. Even among the one per
cent, only a mere handful have
written books that, whatever
their merit as autobiographies
(and I can call to mind some

apalling examples of egomania),
are of any worth as literature.
I venture to suggest that
Masland is one of the very few,
the one in a hundred.

the

airline

their I

was

»2.

Ozark Airlines' old wing pattern and its
finest, according to many collectors. The fine
feathered pattern sets the pace for most wings
that use the same design since it has been in
use so long.- The wing is marked LGB (Balfour)
and has 1/2010KGF on the back as well. A

pinback for uniform wear.

"Representing the elite of a
previous era. Captain William
M. Masland displayed a
ability to find
the effective

rare

le mot juste',
phrase,

penetrating observation,

picturesque aside,
satirical, sometimes comic, not
infrequently poetic, he was the

prime target of a
ovation

I

the Bill

the

Sometimesof n
experience

a post-prandial
aviation S3.

Current pilot wing of Provincetown
Airline (PBA) is a gold wing with a finely made
center device with blue background. The letters
'PBA' are in gold and the 'bird' is in white.
Crew members wear this wing using clutch backs
for attachment to the uniform and/or shirt.

to this day the
the kitchen timer's

signifying the end
Masland's memorable

I regret
sound of

bell

Captain
speechl We were all mesmerized.

an

Bostonstanding
critical offrom a

audience ill-disposed to dis
tribute praise lightly.

"The airline world has

text. It

mystery
identified one of

device is the old

that

Spinx wing" referred to in the main
is overall silver and it remains a

wing to me. I hope it will be
these days. The center
Military Intelligence collar islgnia, but

badge was worn with a gold finish ... this is
silver. The wing may turn out to be from some
out-of-the-way small operator.

ft

ftII

S').

Provincetown-Boston Airline is one of the early

scheduled air taxi operators (commuters) and
flew initially in the Cape Cod area,
started a subsidiary operation in
utilizing its fleet in the sunny south when the
northen winter weather did not lend itself

travel to the Cape Cod summer
wire wing with silver wire for the

PBA also

Florida

know)! Put them all together on

an insigmia and you have a
farce. The Shinx was

whelmingly better.

for

Gold

So far I have run into a

blind alley on this "Shinx
wing" as far as the commercial/
airline wing collecors
concerned. My favorite military
collector and historian friend,

Duncan Campbell, of
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, came

interesting

A "MYSTERY PIECE"

resorts.

bird ' .
Every once in a while, wing

collectors will acquire an item
that is a "mystery" piece, a
badge without identification or
history. One of these
Sphinx" wing, pictured

this colum. It was traded to me

by a collector who acquired it
along with a number of mixed
airline and military items. It
has been quite a time for me
trying to identify the wing and

efforts

over- I

are

If"Now back to your wing,
tiie Shinx device on the center

silver,
manufacturer used the

MI insignia in a new
produce, in quantity,
badge for some small
mini-charter service,

such. The story
whether or not

device is silver,

been

is my
with J.

then some

obsolete

role to

a wing

group, a
or some

IS

»5.withup some
theconsidered to be

airline

Chalks's International is

world ' s
comments.

itandoldest

operates from Miami
Bahamas with other

have been told this pilot wing is
be one of their first,

wing is gold-finished and has blue
white field.

scheduled

to Paradise Island

—~-»-

the1 n
Just as I was beginning to

cope with life's mysteries, you
added another one,

wrote. "Your new wing has the
WW II officer's insignia for

Military Intelligence placed
over(7), underneath (?), to make
a mystery wing. The
officer's insignia were all
bright gilt color - and if your

silver and the

gilt,
I'd say some individual (or

very small group) 'made' the
badge. But - the insignia
became obsolete in the Army
sometime in the late 1960s (as

I recall), replaced by a sword
(vertical), a compass
(indicating they're everywhere)
and a five-petaled monstrosity
posing as a rose (sub-rosa, you

n

Bimini.

considered to

Ilinkingroutes

hinges
the center
If it had

and

onn Duncanyou might find
interesting.

my
th(?A Hookfast pattern,

letters on a

gold,
overplated with silver, go
to square one.

My usual preactice trying to
identify an "unknown" is to
photo-copy the wing and do a

number

friends, most
are members of the

WAHS, in hopes one of them may
be able to shed some light on
the wing or even identify it.
May mailings average six or
seven fellows who might be of
some help. If the wing
"built-up" using a military-
type of basic wing, I will also
write to a couple of my
favorite military collectors
for their opinion.

gilt or

back

MI

ofmailing
wing-collecting

whom

to a

Now that I've re-read

letter and see that it

think

your

some

VI

»6.

This Chalk's International pilot wing is
third version used by the airline. The second
version of this wing is not quite as large
(from top to bottom) but has the same basic
pattern. Blue letters CHALK'S are used on both

wings with a white background. The wings are
finished in gold.

of iswings

shield/Spinx is gold

are

thesiIver.

naufacturer made these for some
and

the

the

Ior

small flying enterprise
after about 1966 when

insignia was discarded by
Army. And if you want
far-out thought, could
have been made by
manufacturer for sale overseas?

think Egypt right
the back

some

this

IS

arose

Of course, we
away. Does examining J9

38



Again.Douglas Cluett, Editor,
my fingers are crossed.

give any clue as to the
original center device on the
wing/ under the
Was it overlaid on a

a (shield-shape)/ or
exotic (Balloon shape)? I have
several wings of this style in
my collecton, without maker’s
name, just marked 'Sterling,
Duncan concluded.

#7.

AirCal silver pilot wing used until the 01
The wing is a

twin

shield/Sphinx?
(circle),
something

JUL
In an attempt

with wings for
airlines featured in

13/1, I photographed a
PBA

87 merger with American Airlines,
dull silver with Josten markings and uses
screwbacks for wear. This is the same wing as

the gold one. From information provided to me
the gold bullion wings were NOT replaced with
silver ones and some crew members wore the gold

S✓

--tx
variety
Chalk'sandof

OzarkInternational wings

too, although I had trouble
trying to get the 'birds
the center device of

airline's newest wing to show-
up enough in the picture,
my light system and copy table,
getting good photographs can be
somewhat maddening at
The

ProvincetoWn-Boston

f1

on their shirts with the silver wing I
'Wire wings

on their jackets.

in

theAnother wing collector, Bill
Sohmer of Levittown, NY, came
through with the following
commentary: "Just a quick ID on
the (wing illustration). One of
several unofficial, unauthori
zed wings of the period (WV)
II), (such as) Air Police, Air

Engineers, etc. Someone had a
very active imagination,
also made reference to

J. Huff's book. Wings of
War II, page 204. The

wing is shown on
However, there is no indication
that the badge is either silver
or gold. Chances are it is
silver, just like the one I
have I I'll continue my search

this lifty

I have my fingers crossed
Sphinx wing

airline wing from somewhere in
our world, not military! Time
will tell!

#13 .
With#8 .

Riddle Airlines was born in 1945
service

with additional

Chicago, Detroit and Boston
date. The carrier changed its name

International in 1963. This wing is quite heavy
in its makeup, with gold wire for th wings and
silver wire for the 'R'. The backing is black,
as is shown . . .

Iran Air

pr ovided
Miami

and

from

services

1960s
to

passenger and freight
Puerto Rico,

York,

formed through the merger
Iranian Airlines and Persian

Air Services. This badge is one
of the most beautiful in my
collection of aviation insignia

... and it is MINT! The 'wings'

New

a later ,
Airlift

times 1

PBA,

Airline,

indeed,
being

to

at two

to

wings are very nice

with the gold wire wing
one of the

collection.

Bill

Russell

World

Sphinx
that page.

II

finest my1 n

are green enamel and the circle
around the center is white with

Farsi
fltT

andletteringgold

English. The lion
black an<) gold
for

screwbacks are used for wear on

the hat .^nd the badge is markeii
'ECK’.

1 n

of the Chalk’s

the LOG brought
that

The photos
Albatross in

back

craft for me since I

plane as an HU-16B in
Force

done

deep

1 s 1 n

i red

Three

with
ofmemorleswarm

#9 . background.the
showing the

Air

flew

the

Service.

. .. in this photograph of the reverse,
the nice detail not often found on old wings

along

The

detail

with

twin

IAir Rescue
the old maker's markings of Gemsco,
the Gemsco 'Gold Bullion

screwbacks for wear are also a nice

this Riddle wing. Often,
off after much wear. To find them adds

the

one

forget

hopefully,
will get to
ride to the

for information on

wing.
that the

will

experience and
of these days, I
Miami and hop a
Bahamas on one

neverr

markings.ALL WOOL

on

fall II n
is anmarkingsthese

theto
OOlD of the ol'

Amphibions'I Chalk's seaplane
photographs also abound in a
color spread by Stuart Howe
the JUN 87 issue of

Magazine, No.
Britain. The photos are of both
the Albatross and the airline's
Turbo-Mallard - one on land and

in the water, of

of the wing or badge.'value
I

1 r>VARIETY OF SOURCES

As collectors we all desire

information and details on the

wings and badges that make up
our collections and we should

be prepared to turn to
variety of sources for their

comments and expertise.

#10.

Servicio Aereo de Honduras S.A,

acquired

FlyPast

71, from Great
pilot

Houston
the

r ight
his

and has

(SAHSA)

recently atwing.

Intercontinental from crew members< flying
727-200. The crew member took the wing

off his shirt, the duplicate being worn on
jacket. The wing is a gold Balfour wing ^
the markings 1/10 lOKGF. The center -
blue and gold glass enamel. The word
appears just above the circular center.

a

the other

course 1isdevice
SAHSA

this. IWith that in mind, I would
like to thank Dr. Charles

Quarles for the photo-copy of
Some Pioneer British Air

Express Pilots" from the book

The Romance of a Modern Airway,
London, 1929. These
pilots in

As I type am

Smokey
visit

I
from arecovering

Mountain High'
Charles Quarles and

one of

a short #14 .

Emirates pilot
i nternational

Uni ted

airline

#11. anII with

opportunity to view
largest privately-held collect-

of airline memorabilia
into

f r oin the

the

The

air

recent wing
airline

Emirates.

f irst took to

on 25 OCT 85 and its operations

brought significant changes
life in Dubai and the UAE.

airline

"An Oasis

is gold wire

Tie bar from an Air France captain on a
trip from YYZ to ORD. This tie bar
unusual piece of airline 'history',
the Air France logo on the left and
Civil Aviation Administration of China,

the o fanis
Arab

depicting
CAAC,

in thepioneer
book's

ions

the the

south-

The col-

stuffedworld.the

basement of his home in
west North Carolina,

includes pilot and ste—
them

that

photograph were F. Dismore,
Rogers, A.L. Robinson,
Lawford, H.H. Perry and
other than Gordon Percy Olleyl
You may recall my colum in the
LOG, 12/3, and my coverage of
the collectibles I had acquired
from England which were Captain
Olley's from his service on the

Emprire routes of Imperial
Airways.

W. to
has

aground
(blue)

Air

the right. The Air France portion
French flag's blue-white-red for
with the Eiffel tower shown on the left

segment of the flag and the "flying
France logo on the right (red)
CAAC logo, in red, has the red Chinese
background, with a cross section of

Wall in the lower right corner. The
appears below the AF logo, and 1986
CAAC logo. The logos are inset in the
2 and 0, marking the 20th
resumption of air services between
countries.

E.H.

none

The
bac lection

wardess uniforms, some of
40 years old, airline-published
calendars from the 1930s, china

and

itselfadvertises as

< in the Sky". The wing
on gray cloth.I horse

segment.
flag

The

as

from various airlines,

large assortment of
airliner display

throughout his
'corner'. AND glass
case of

great number of
captured my attention,
the least, including
Pan American pilot
officer wings.
Northeast Airlines

with the shield

Word War 1-style wing, and
TALOA,

a

Great
1966
the

umerals

the earlier

models

collectors
year
below into the past as well as a view

Thanks,present.o f then case upon

wings-wings-wings1 A
the wings

to say
the 1928

and first

the early

pilot wing
mounted on a

the

TransOcean

wing. Des-
basement

and a step

o f
anniversary

the

Charles I
twc

My hope someday

Airways

toIS
thetoMy thanks, too,

Indianapolis guys and Airliners
International

the Imperialacquire

postcard of Capt. Olley in full
flight
paragraph will serve as an 'ad
for

'87 for a great
I came out of

with almost two dozen

short#12.

Wideroe Airlines is one of the oldest

in Norway and flies primarily in
part of the country. This wing
prototype pilot wing - ■ .
jacket/shirt wing and cabin attendant ,
crew wear the same pattern but “
sizes. The F/A wing is a half wing-
badge has a gold finish with a
bird' in the center. My source

design has yet to be finalized.

gear ! This
airlines
northern

nev

convention

there

wings and a few pins! It was a
wonderful time for all of us.

I

the Imperial

Airways issued signed postcards
of their leading pilots and the
Olley photograph appears
page 64 of the book The First

Croydon Airport, 1915-1928, by
Bob Learmonth, Joanna Nash, and

that postcard.
theiris

badge,hatand
All

silver

Airlines, pilot
cending into Quarles'
is an experience

on

Overall the
ename1white

the wingsaidI

41
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Fig. 8 "G.I.
These

out with a new paper paste-on
type kiddie wing (Fig. 4). As
you can see, the center section
just peels off and sticks on.
The colors are gold with red
and white. So now we have an

SWA-2.

correctly. The wing is gray
with silver in the center, with
turqoise,
yellow-brown shade for the "W".
The words "America West" in the

bar are in maroon.

Another 'new* wing is a
Hughes Airwest badge (Fig. G).

There might be some question as
to whether this was a kiddie

wing or not. However, it is
just like many others which are
made of metal and have

fold-over method of

such as

etc. We

RW-2 .

JR .

certainly
inclusion in the Miscellaneous

section and they will be called
M-23 and M-24 respectively.

We now have in the

beginnings
the

BOMBARDIER".

deserve
andmaroon a

PlLNI'OIC CICIEW IINSIIGNIIaV be/ STAN BAUmLV
making
firstthe

revision of

Member

there

because that only

of the

Junior

book. I

be many
means

are many more wings out
should be included, and
means more wings for me to
collect.

Just recently America West
started a new service between

Phoenix and New York. I

happened to be in the terminal
in New York when one of their

flights arrived. As the air
plane was ex-Republic/Northwest
I was interested and went over

to say hello to the crew. To my
great surprise I found they had
brand new kiddie wings and I
was able to make a quick trade
to get a few. So, here is AWE-1
(Fig. 5). . The illustration
doesn't show

Crew

hope
more,

there

which

that

On this page I show you a
reproduction of the first page
of my new 'Junior Crew Member
Wings' book. In general I am
quite satisfied with how this

catalogue turned out- There are
instances where

too light.

Wings
will

t

CIRCA; 1979 ACL-1

AIR CALIFORNIA a

attaching,
PAA-10MATERIAL: PLASTIC

COLOR: GOLD/RED

2 3/4 X 7/8*

PIN BACK
ACL-2,
will

MID-1,
call

thesome

lettering is a bit
but this had to be because when

this My special thanks to Shirely
Ibsen, Tom Dragges and Elmer
Maves for bringing some

wings

one

CIRCA: I960 ACL-2 Also at the convention Iwe photocopied some of the
wings, they came out quite
dark. In the process of
lightening the wings up, we got
the lettering too light

On review, though, there

should be no problems and c

pencil will help greatly.
As I do not have all of the

wings in my possession (wish I

did), a photocopy was the only
way to go. If I could get
hands on all of the wings, even
just to borrow them for a bit,
then we could get them all
photographed and the reproduct
ion would be more consistent.

Unfortunately, with getting
ready for the convention in

Indianapolis I had no time to
make a checklist of what I

need. The next issue of the LOG

will have this information and

if any of you could lend me the
required wings for a short
time, I will get them
photographed and we will get a
clearer picture in the next
edition of the book.

This

depicts
different

wings. The cost is US $15
$1 for shipping in the U.S.
$2 for overseas. If you are
interested in buying a copy, my
address is 2430 N.E. 35th St.,
Lighthouse Point, FL 33064,
USA.

of

picked
mi 1itary-type

these

attention.

See you in
until

couple of toup newa my

AIR CALIFORNIA kiddie wings

which I never saw before. Fig.
7 says "G.I. JR. PILOT" and

the next

then.

issue

Happythe colors and

Collecting.
MATERIAL METAL

COLOR: WHITE/PURPLE

3 X 1 1/4'

FOLO OVER

CIRCA: 1906 ACL-3

AIR CALIFORNIA

my 2 3/4X 1 3/8“

STICK-UM

MATERIAL: VINYL

COLOR: WHITE/ORANGEI er umifltwi coKKEiioii

CIRCA; 1960 AFL-1

7

AIR FLORIDA

cairmugHicCTi
1 1/2 X 3/4“

PIN BACK

MATERIAL: PLASTIC

COLOR: SILVER/BLUE/GREEN

CIRCA; 1979 ASA-1

ALASKA AIRLINES

2 3/4X3/4“

FtN BACK

MATERIAL: PLASTIC

COLOR; 60LD/BLACK

6 4-page
approximately
Junior Crew Member

plus
and

catalogue
300

CIRCA:

MATERIAL:

COLOR:

PAGE II had a great time in Indy.
The proximity to Union StaLiun
was outstanding. Rarely do I
leave the hotel

time except
Being so close to Union

variety
entertainment was

during
forconvention

dinner.

Station with its great
of food and

fantastic.

kiddie wings
First

kiddie

airline

I found,

and foremost a new

wing from that great
- Northwest Airlines

no longer called Northwest
Orient. Apparently, with the
acquisition of Republic and its

fairly new European operation,
the company decided it
longer wants the
label. In fact.

I
the wing. We call this NWA-7 in
the aforementioned book.

I also found two

varieties. One is a JAL

wing (Fig. 2) which is
as JAL-2 except that
no gold surrounding
chrysanthemum above
JAL. This one will be

new

new

kiddie

exactly

thereOne of the real pleasures of
any get together in our group

able to pick
add

i s

the

the letters
called

is to be

something
collections.
the case for
areas which I

up

to to our no

Naturally this was
me in the four

collect: flight

crew member badges, junior crew
member badges, playing cards (a

me)

anything to do with
Northwest Airlines. I did real

good in all of these areas, but
right now I will

' Or lent JAL-3 in the book.

Next

747-300

Deck) kiddie wing,
the

I

Swissairfrom I found a

SUD (Stretched Upper
windows

the

what

understand, people who live
that area of

I

in

the Theworld would

rather refer to themselves
Asians, not Orientals,
fore we have a new

1) which is the

previous issue but
"Northwest" in the bar

of
loungeupper

aircraft are really
the

inas

noticeable
the wing

SWR-3.

new

new area of collecting for
and

There-

wing (Fig.
same as the

has only
beneath

picture
(Fig. 3). Label this one

absolutely

wings. Southwest Airlines

onin

Then two
came

point out the
43
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with

Lockheed
new colors along

a CV-440,
Lodestar and DC-3.

Lufthansa The Ger

man carrier continues

to grind out post
cards. Their new ones

show the Boeing 747,
DC-10 and A300.

Martinair has a

postcard of
Boeing 747,
A310 and MD-80.

Midway Airlines A

nice continental-size

postcard shows
drawing of the Chicago
skyline
through the cockpit
windows of a DC-9.

New postcard issues continue
to pour in from all corners of
the globe. I'll attempt to keep
you up-to-date on
issues as well as bringing out

a few 'golden oldies' from the
albums to share with you.
Enjoy!

the latest

PUBLISHER UPDATE

As of June, Charles Skilton
Publishers ceased producing
postcards after having been
bought by E.W. Dennis Co.,
another well-known postcard
publisher. Be sure to hang on
to your Skilton postcards
they are bound to become
collector's items now.

their

DC-10, . '.I

(Jibing 7«7 ?73ER

Charles Skilton card #622 of AA Boeing 767-233ER
(Steve Brock photo).

ATR-42-300Avimage card #9
F-OGNE,

Guadeloupe
c/n 1026 (Philippe Loeuillet photo).

a

seenas

1013 United DC-8-52 new colors

1014 Western 707-347C new cols

1015 World Airw. DC-10-10 n/c

Aerogem's address is P.O.
Box 290445, Davie, FL 33329,
USA. Ask for their latest list.

NEW AIRLINE ISSUES

The following potpourri of
airline issue postcards might
interest you:

Air Cape Their BAe (formerly
is pictured in

Bay in this
size

EMB-

120 Brasilia is featu

red in a nice airborne

shot.

Norsk Air The

● S' ' *

MidwayL
Closerto downtownChica||0

Roval Jordanian An

L-1011 -500

postcard in their new
color

‘g rHS 748 ZS-JAY

fight over Table
Tr iStar %

continental-nice

postcard.
Air India The

features

postcards of models showing a
deHavilland Puss Moth (the

airline's first aircraft type),
DC-2, Lockheed Constellation

and Super Constellation.
Air Lanka An L-1011

goes with the

previously-issued Boeing 747.
Air Niuoini issued a card of

banking above a
South Pacific Island.

ATI This Italian

airline shows its MD-80
from below in a
inflight shot.

Balair. I'm told,
released new postcards showing
their MD-83, A320 and DC-10.

This Swiss carrier

has an absolutely beautiful set
postcards showing

various shots of the SF-340 and
Metroliner.

scheme is

under-

747

available.

stand there is

card as well.

World

latest

ICollector's

oversized aserles

Air_-_

offer-

Trans

lines *
.. r.

ofings are a
menu postcards featur-

destina-

ksenes ■ ^

I

issue

airline's

variousing

tions on their system.
The

.Tof their SF-340A Cityliner
and one of their

Crossair issue

HB-AHK, c/n 340A-049
Metro Ills over Lake Lucerne.

first thisin I

V
Great Destinations

series shows a San

Francisco townhouse.
United Express. also known

as Aspen Airways, just came out
with a terrific inflight card
of the BAe 146.

Tf

V,
F28 P2-ANE

	

forlittledomestic

I-DAWJ

beautiful

myvery

customary Helpful Hints.
The next postcard issue

feature my favorite
the Boeing 707/720, to
I'll share with you the
from my collection on
classic aircraft

room

‘ I'

will

aircraft:

1963.

best

this

Model of Royal Jordanian L-1011 TriStar
airline issue.

Chicago skyline is depictedhas

Midway Airlines.BUILDERS' ISSUES

Boeing issued a nice drawing
forthcomingCrossair. postcard of

7J7 at the Paris Ait Show

their

of Dornier Aviation Industries

issued two postcards of the
Do.228 in the colors of DFVLR

and Fisheries Patrol

COMMERCIAL PUBLISHERSSIX

AEROGEM

The boys in Florida
been busy at the printing P^ess

ot new

haveEagle Air

postcard
Boeing 737-200 with
door open.

Emirates A.S .

Another

shows

the

ground
their

cargo

shot

again, grinding out lots
postcards. Their latest are:

AIRPORT ISSUE

The Seattle/Tacoma Interna

tional Airport has printed a
spectacular dusk shot postcard
showing a Mexicans 727-200 at
the gate.

Three new

postcards have

issued: Boeing 727-200,
A300 and two A310s at Dubai.

Korean Air.

outdone itself

Boeing 747,
and DC-10 in

colors.

regular-size
been

Allegheny 727-2B7
American AL 727-233 o/c
American Eagle YS-11
Braniff Int'l DC-8-51

blue

1001

1002

1003

1004The airline has

showing their
727-200, MD-80, F28

latest

Many thanks to the following
collectors for providing
with postcard news: William

Thomas Fain, Jon Proctor, Allan
Van Wickler, Rick Neyland, Rob
Diebold, Vladimir Vokalek and
Al Minich.

colors.

Continental DC-9-15F o/c
Eastern CV-440 new colots
National L-188A old colors
Northwest Orient 707-351C

old colors

1005

1006

1007

1008

me

their

Lauda Air Boeing

OE-ILF is shown in flight
the Alps on this
size postcard.

Linjeflvo

card shows F28-4000

737-300

over

continental- Seattle-Tacoma Int'l Airport issue
727-264 Adv.

the gate (William Thompson photo).

Aspen Airways/United Express put this
in-flight shot of BAe 146-100 on new card.

Pan American 720-030B

Piedmont Martin 4-0-4 o/c
PSA/Donald Duck 727-214
Sunworld DC-9-31 n/c

Mexicana1009

1010

1011

1012

I
(XA-MRB, c/n 21837)Zacatecas' at

Oversized Obviously, with all thepost-
in their

new

postcard issues, I am left with 45

44
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PLIGHTDECK INTERNATIONAL

From Australia I received a

copy of the
from

latest

FI ightdeck
firm

preview

sales list

International. This

be offering numerous postcards/
prints and slides at reduced

celebration

Bi-Centennial

postcards priced
at 15 cents AUS, you can't go
wrong 1 For a copy of your own
list, write to John Chivers,
Flightdeck International, Harts

Hacking
NSU

will

ofprices

Australia’s

JAN 88. With

in

«1IR ONl^dRIO .
in

m ^

.X

<.

i

Caravan Park, 215 Port
Road, Miranda,
2228, Australia,
new collector,
excellent and

Postcard

Nostalgia

Sydney,
If you are a
this

inexpensive way
to add to your collection.

anis

Air Ontario (old colors) CV-580 C-GDTE, c/n
in on one of two cards issued

publisher A1 Moniz Productions.
by new

FLITE LINE FOTOCARDS

The folks at

Fotocards have been

busy bringing out 11
postcards for collectors

summer. The lastest

from Jon Proctor's

vault include:

Plightline
equally

new

this

releases

postcard

.'lostalqia

of SAS (airline issue},

stock, a far cry from today's slick, glossy
has white border, also uncommon today.

1950; Saab 90A-2, SE-BSB c/n 90105 'Gardar

This early card was printed
cards.

Viking
coarse

image

I

45 Federal Express DC-10-30F
46 Air Jamaica 727-2J0

47 Emery Wordwide DC-8-73CF
48 Midwest Express DC-9-14

on
AL MONIZ PRODUCTIONS

Another

publisher
growing
aviation-oriented

The

of l/8th inch wide.
postcard

the

new

has joined

ranks of

postcard
producers worldwide. A1 Moniz
Productions' first two releases

show:

ADC's

House,
Middlesex

Kingdom

addess

Browells

TW13

Browncom

Feltham,
United

IS

Lne,

7EQ,

FLF

043 Trans World 720-051B

044 Trans World CV-880

045 Trans World DC-4 (AWI D-005
reprint)

046 USAir 737-3B7 (AIC '87 Spe
cial Issue)

047 Pacific East Air DC-8-62

048 Transocean L-1049H S.Connie
049 American AL 747SP-31

050 Trans World 307B (AWI B-003
reprint)

Air Ontario CV-580 (old white,
green & blue colors)

AVIATION HOBBY SHOP

New postcards are: ovmwfi

American Eagle CV-580
AHS

Judging by the quality of
these first two issues, we
expect many other
postcards from A1 Moniz.

information and availability,
write A1 Moniz Productions, 44
Balmoral

80 South African AW 747-200

81 Japan Air Lines 747-100
82 BOAC 707-436

83 Air India 747-200

84 Singapore AW 747-300
85 Balkan TU-154A

86 Gulf Air VC-10

87 British United VC-10

88 Olympic Comet IV
89 British United Britannia

90 El A1 Britannia

91 Falconair Viscount

92 Martinair DC-7C

93 AeroQondor DC-6
94 Court Line BAC One Eleven

95 Aer Lingus Viscount

can

excellent

For

051 America West 757-2S7

052 Pan American DC-3

053 Piedmont 767-201ERDrive,
Ontario L6T IVl, Canada.

Brampton,

i
I

these

write

Box

For more details on

and other

Flite-Line Fotocards, P.O.
188, Bethel', CT 06801, USA

AVIAMAGE

One of Europe's newest
producers, Avimage just came
out with their newest set of

postcards:

issues,

Nostalgia

Sunliner

59,N73130 c/nCV-340-31,
f r omNava j o’

Continental/Frontier collection photo.

I cardlAWPon
Nostalgia

c/n 45329 on airline issue.
1961; TransAir Sweden DC-6B, SE-BDG

INTERNATIONAL WORLD PUBLISHING
This well-known

continues to issue
publisher

wide
1963; Sabena Caravelle VI-N. Airline

top
engines.

and

Nostalgia

issue with fake registration 00-SAB
starboard wing and on fuselage
Note

cancellation for Sabena's 1923-1963

on front of card I

- Corse Air Int'l 737-300

- Minerve MD-83

9 Air Guadeloupe ATR 42
10 Air Mauritius ATR 42

11 Arkia Israel 707-358

12 Dragonair 737-2L9
13 TMA Lebanon 707-327C

14 Trans-Union DC-6A

15 UAT DH-106 Comet lA

a ofon

postcards
for the enthusiast. Fred Erdman

printing
unigue

t-llkely

variety of aircraft behind
EDITIONS PI

This French publisher issued
17 new cards:

commemorative stamp
anniversary

1970: BAC One-Eleven 500 of Phoenix,
HB-ITL c/n 212. (Airline issue).

postageNostalgia
specializes
postcards of
aircraft which are

in

and

mos

rare

on
469 Air Charter Int'l 727-200

470 Air France A310

471 Air Afrique DC-8-63
472 Cameroun 747

473 Arkia Israel Dash-7

474 Air Jet Services F27

475 EAS Caravelle

476 Air Inter Mercure & A300s

477 Royal Air Maroc 757
478 LAP DC-8-63

479 Pointair 707

480 Minerve DC-8-73

481 Air Charter 727-200

482 JAT Yugoslav 727-200
483 SAS DC-9-41

484 (still unassigned)
485 Syrian Air 727-200
486 Air Charter Int'l

never to be found elsewhere

For

wr ire to

latest
West

a postcard.
sales list.
Possum

the i r

140

Springfield,
OHRoad,

45506, USA.AVIATION DATA CENTRE

has

productive lately,
are :

ADC been equally
New releases MARY JANE RAILROAD SPECIALTIES

eatly
The

This firm has <3^

expanded its sales list,
latest include:

»■ M O E NIX
35 Syrianair 727-294
36 Transamerica 747-271C

37 Varig 747-2L5B
38 United 747SP-21

39 Air Madagascar 747-2B2B
40 Air Zaire DC-10-30
41 Ansett 767-277

42 Braathen's SAFE 737-205
43 British Midland DC-9-32
44 Continental 727-227

> . --

9

Air Atonabee Saunders ST-27

United Express SD-360
Business Express F27

Ansett Air Freight L-188
CAAC 747SP

Air Mauritius 747SP

afour

different aircraft
[ConJtinazd on page. 16]

BELCIQUE-BEL&;t
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Hope you enjoyed my first
colum, featuring cups and
saucers and Zeppelin china.
This time around I am offering
a variety in shapes of ware and
also some fairly rare pieces,
considering the airlines they
came from.

Let's start with a

early domestic airline
The

▼

■Jt- ' ’ ^ ●m..

4. Egypt Air. First-class china, used on
international services.

\ "I. *jrl

the ir 5. El A1. China is a light tan with shaded
solid lettering alternating with each other,
fairly heavy-weight china that
to be first class ware.

and

A

doesn't appear
very

china.

firstworld's

featherlight" china, Airlite,
was produced by the Sycaruse
China Company of Syracuse, NY
and was used on airlines in

1945. The piece pictured (#1)
was made for American Airlines.

Now we move to

East ... Iran to be exact,

several years ago at the
market in Sacramento I

whole quarter for this
(#2). At that
airline

It

RIGHT:

1. American AL.

Pinstripe, logo
and stars are

medium-blue.

This six-inch/

15.25cm

also carries a

backstamp, "Am
erican Airlines

Inc.

dish

were also

duced.

the Middle

Yes,
flea

paid a
plate

plate

time

collecting, I didn't
for sure what the

Iran Air was

in my

even know

logo stood for.

formed in 1962 through a merger
of Iranian Airlines and Persi
Air Services.

From the

II A sauce

and cup
pro-

an

geographical

Airways
my way to be

photographed (#3). This airline
operates 747
York .

same

area a piece of Kuwait
china came

services to New

Egypt Air uses a
china ( #4). The
and logo are

German

pinstripe
while

top
gold,

lower stripe is red.
Moving

the

theacross

Canal, we come to El A1
Airlines (#5). El
for

Suez s

Israel

(Hewbrew

flics

Europe,

■ ^iifA1
II to the skies"

7. Ghana Airways. Multi-colored logo of black,
red, yellow and green. Pinstripe is green. Made
in England, but no manufacturer indicated on

the back. Larger pieces may have a make-r's
stamp -

6. Saudi Arabian Airlines. A white china with a

dark-green band flanked with gold pinstripes.
Logo is also in gold.

regular

Africa and North America.
Still in

services to

the Middle East,
Saudi Arabian Airlines operates
the largest airline

world. They use a very elegant
china made by Noritake of Japan
(#6) and marked "
on the back.

Going south
continent.

Airways butter pat
airline

in the Arab
ABOVE:

2. Iran Air.

Almost the same

color blue as

the American AL

China

Inflight
Tf

Top

{Continued pfLe.\j-ioa& pagz)on the

we have a

African

Ghana

(#7). This

1« j_ serves Europe with
I have no idea

whether or not this is their
only pattern or in what class
of service this ware is used.

Even further south is South
African Airways which uses two
patterns: a first class "Gold
ervice" and this business

class pattern (#8).
In closing this

like to

piece.

was

Noritake of Ja-

made by feature these patterns in
future articl/es.

In the next issue I'll

some

pan.

have

ashtrays. Red Carpet Club
china, plus some

ware from the Republic of
China.

glassware,
RIGHT:

3. Kuwait Air

ways. A multi
colored design,
mostly various

shades of blue,
including the

lettering. The
manufacturer is

Villeroy & Boch

airline

colum, I'd
inquire whether or not

anyone has china of other
airlines in this region. If so,
please let me know. I'd like to

^ContLnu^d on nZKt page.)

RIGHT:

8. South African Airways,
patternA plain

tastefully done. Logo
red-orange
pinstripes.

but

15

with gold

y

48
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Many compliments on Joop's
In the LOG,
mergers. In

this issue I show some sticks

form one of the more-recent

rectangular end measures 6.25"
(16 cm) and is also white with

gold writing. It has gold tear
drops on the top
wri- ting (NE,
within

manufacturer's name Spir-it USA

appears on the front side just
above the round end.

while the 880

just a flat round

(small) round end on

slightly

HELICOPTER AIRLINES

"I recently enjoyed very
much your 'Helicopter Airlines.
Their rise and decline' (LOG

12/3), writes WAHS member Luigi
Vallero of Turin, Italy. "It
was really widespread, both
geograhically and historically
and I particularly appreciated
your mention of Elivie and
Elipadana which operated in
Italy when I was just a few
months old.

Anyway, you forgot to
mention a helicopter airline
which is currently operating
and going quite well: Heli Air
Monaco. (In early MAY 87) 1 was
in Monaco and saw their

headquarters and enjoyed a
10-minute flight over the Bay
of Monte Carlo.

"Heli Air Monaco was formed

in 1976 as a passenger-carrying
airline, to provide scheduled
links between Monaco/Monte
Carlo and the Nice-Cote d'Azur

airport.
Initial equipment was

(Agusta-Bell) AB-206 helicopter
but more recently the company
re-equipped and it has now a

fleet of five (Aerospatiale)
AS.350B Ecureuils which, apart
from flying the Nice schedule,
are also available for pleasure
flights over the Cote d'Azur

Take-Off Talk

13/1 on airliner

t

Incidently,
stick has

end, the
the other one

concave on both sides.

with

880,
drops.

white

JETS)

ones, the Delta-Western merger.
Also included

Northeast Airlines

was acquired by Delta in AUG
72. So without further ado ...

Fig. 1 shows the most-common

of the Western Airlines sticks,
usually found in transparent
red or blue. Very few people
ever realized these sticks also

came in transparent orange,
green, smoked and clear and

that they have either a pointed
or flat end. As for variations,
the red one and the blue one

not only come in different

shades, but the pointed red one
comes three different ways. It
can either be plain or with a
rectangular 1/2" (1.25

bubble on the front,
(2.5 cm)

shank. The third

the The is

are

sticks. NE

some

/ft

'mm

iCJ , rn,
i,'

Fig . 1
(seeHeli Air Monaco

Photo by Luigi Vallero
Aerospatiale AS305B, 3A-MMC c/n 1709, of
letter).

cm)

one inch

from the end of the

variation is

with the name Spir-it USA in
the same area where the bubble

would be. This

five inches

with the

the

also

Nice-Monaco

It is interesting that
fare of 280 Freeh francs,
includes

leg
mini—coach to

within

Monaco."

If

and for charter, aerial work
and offshore rescue.

"On 01 FEB 87 Heli

Monaco moved its

to the new Monaco heliport
its summer 1987 schedule

up to 17 daily flights on
seven-minute ride to Nice

port, where passengers
with dozens of flights to Fran
ce and many international dest
inations .

I/—V theon

aU
Air

headquarters
and

shows

the

air-

connect

bytransportation
destination

freean

any

Principality
stick

(12.7 cm)

square-end

about 1/4 inch (0.6 cm) longer.
A fellow collector told me

measures

long,
version

ofthe

Thank you for

information, Luigi. Yes, it
appears this one escaped My
research efforts - JG

this

an interesting story about this
stick. He said Midway Airlines
were using these same sticks

but were turning them upside
down so that the "W" would

become an "M".

Fig. 2
five-inch (12.7
sticks from

(whic h

year) .
between these

ADDITIONAL L-14, L-18 DETAILS
Don rather

became

demo

NX17385

later

UAL put them on the SF/SD
Francisco

(San

route
registration
than 17835. It

NC17385 and was used as a

by Lockheed. It was shown in
advertising in both CAL and NAL
livery and may have eventually
become an NAL aircraft.

"(The L-18) was some six

months into production when the
characteristic upswept

fuselage appeared. This
'fix' for

DoradoTruax Elof
shows

cm)
Delta

similar

one-sided

Air Lines

acquired Western last
The only difference

sticks is that

the one ends in a point and the
other in a spoon. The spoon
version comes with a hollowed

out end and a flat end. All

three sticks are all-white with

raised name and logo and
contain the manufacturer's name

'Spit-it USA’ on the

side just above the spoon or
point end. Check the pointed
one carefully to make sure it
is not one with a broken-off

spoon. The way to tell is that
the pointed stick is as long as
the ones with the spoon ends.

Fig. 3 shows two one-sided
sticks from Northeast Airlines

was also acquired by
in AUG 72). The one with

end announces

the airline's Convair 880 jet

service. The round-topped stick
is 5.5" (14 cm)

white with gold
logo. The stick with

Diego)

sometime in 1941, but they were
not money makers on this route,
a competitive one.

"As an aside,
bounced off a hill on

to BUR (Burbank, CA). It
out the belly antennas,
the fuselage and
arrived with rocks in one

lingl UAL was very happy
turn them over to the USAAC
1942.

SanSprings, MO, sends some welcome
additions to the Lockheed
and L-18

(LOG, 12/3 & 4). He says
of his data comes

'Aviation' of the late

and early 1940s, supplemented
by several other sources in

cluding some personal contact
with UAL's L-18s.

"As noted, only a few
U.S .

According to NWA records,
had 12:

L-14

histories

much

from

1930s

.‘n
ui Lodestar

one of them

approach
wiped

dented

the aircraft
cow-

a
cc

I —

aft●●c
ui

awas

flutter

again,
changed

modification.

3:
to

tailL-14S

airlines.

they

NC17382 through 89,
NC17391 through 93 and NC18994.
NC17394 was

it crashed on her

flight. NC17386 and
NWA L-14

returned to Lockheed
17385

L-18,

returned. Also, two of
airplanes were bought by CAL.

After NWA bought DC-3s,
remaining L-14s were
secondary routes along with the
older L-lOs. The latter used to

a
<5:

in
encounteredproblem

Earlier production was
have

flew for

"MCA had NC25601 through 09.
of these too in 1941

of CAL’S

thistoreverse

I saw some

at Omaha, also one
Denver that year.

"Production

However, the Japanese version
never had the upsweep.

"UAL had

NC25630/31/32/33,
early In 1941.
inspected one of
(Moline) during familiarization
flights around UAL's routes. In
common with all of the Lockheed

twins, (the L-18) had a box
spar running through the cabin
just aft of the first seat row;

for the extra

first and

bit

247 but with

to climb over.

in
an NWA aircraft but

delivery

one other

crashed. Some were

where

L-18s,

acquired
I personally
these at MO

four
625;
145

totalled

the military and480 to

civil.

prototypebecameFig.2 the

plus two others that were
these

much, Don.
on the UAL

very

Especially the info
L-18 is extremely welcome since
I had never been able
that. It proves again:
beats

Thank you

o
(which

Delta,

the rectangular

Fig. 3 find

nothing
there 1

the

tothe

used on

It

beingactuallythe

spacing between the
second windows. This was a

reason

for

additions

thanksAlso many

corrections and
both the L-14 and L-18 history.
It is much appreciated

tolong and is
writing and

the

inshow up at times in Chicago
1940/41. Nice airplanes!

"The

like the Boeing

only one spar
JG.carriedL-18first
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With this issue of the CAPTAIN'S LOG, renewal
.lotices will be going out to those whose subscriptions
expire with this issue (13/3). Notices will also

to those whose subscriptions expire with the NEXT
(13M) which is about three/fourths of the

A number of these people (13/4)

-AirlinerExpo.
Titlanta 87Mini-Conventions

& Other Meetings

go
issue

Society membership,
have just recently renewed their membership. Since
these people should have renewed back in March, I
don't wish for them to get all excited and wnite
me saying that they just renewed and their renewal
is not due yet. If your membership number line
ends with "13/4" your subscription ends with the
mailing of issue number four of Volume XIII of the
LOG. If your line ends with the numbers 13/4, and
you have not received issues number one and two
of Volume XIII, please contact Society HQ's and
the issues will be forwarded to you. If there

any questions with regards to when you
your subscription to the CAPTAIN'S LOG, please con
tact Society HQ.

North America's Largest One Day Airliner Show

SATURDAY

OCTOBER 10th, 1987
9:30 AM TO 5:30 PMWe'd be happy to publish in the LOG

etc, of your airliner
conventions, slide

the like,
plans to

the place, time
swap meets,
shows, model contests and

WAHS members know and may make
attend.

mini

so

★ TWICE THE FLOOR SPACE OF PREVIOUS SHOWS

★ TRADING/BUYING/SELLING OF AIRLINE MEMORABILIA
★ SLIDE SHOWS OF AIRLINERS PAST AND PRESENT

★ DISPLAYS OF AIRLINE MODELS AND COLLECTIBLES

* AIRLINE TRIVIA CONTEST
★ DOOR PRIZES ALL DAY INCLUDING:

Avoid disappointment and notify us as
early as possible, even if plans are only
tentative and await finalization. Our

DEADLINES are 01 FEB, 01 MAY, 01 AUG and
01 NOV with publication of these issues
four to six weeks later.

It serves no purpose to publish

meeting details if the LOG
containing them arrives in the mail after
the event. That is a waste of space,
which is already at a premium at the best
of times. Please include a telephone

number and/or address where people can
contact you for further info and

confirmation of place and time.

renew
are

As mentioned in the last issue of the LOG, we

going to start a program where by the Society
offers the membership items of merchandise that we
believe members would enjoy having,

this program we are offering two books that airline
collectors should have in their library. We have
enclosed a flyer with regards to the sale of these
books. If we have a favorable response, there will
be more items offered in future issues of the LOG.
Also in this issue is an advertisement for a Society

logo pin and a logo pin of the Airliners Int'l 87
These are quality items and we feel

that members would like to have at least one of
each,

now is your opportunity to do so.
this section of the LOG.

British ,W
Caiedonian

Airways
Sheraton Atlanta 1325 Virginia ave., ATLANTA, GA 30337

Airport Hotel (404) Tss-eeeo
SPECIAL CONVENTION ROOM RATE $55

(Up to Four In a Room)

CALL TOLL FREE 1-(800)-325-353S AND REQUEST AIRLINER EXPO RATE
REGULAR RATE WILL BE QUOTED (CONVENTION RATE GIVEN ON CHECK-IN)

FREE AIRPORT SHUTTLE

II you hive in Inleretl In the elillne Indullry whalher as a proleeelonal
On dieplay and lor eele or trade will baalrlinar books, pictures, color slides, l-shlrts. postcards, model kite, playing
cards, dining service Hems, slickers, schedules, pilots wings and many other Items. So break out your collacl-
Iblei lor a graal awap meet and a chance to meet your follow aviation enihuslaals.

2 ROUND-TRIP SPACE-AVAILABLE are

OR TWO TO LONDON COURTESY OF ^
(PfllZE AWADOEO AT 2:30 PU. YOU MUST BE PRESErrt TO WINI

TICKS
To start offissue

....from the left hand seat....AT THE:

by

Tbo poc(M or IIL'X

Paul F. Collins

JG

First off, let's have a big congratulations
for Phil Brooks and the committee of Airliners

International 87 for putting on a great convention
this past summer. A real big turn-out, lots of
ventors tons of "goodies" to go through. As usual,
I noticed a lot of smiling faces as collectors
left the trade room. Super Qob gang, one that the
folks in Denver will have a hard time matching come
next Junel See all of you there--for surel

Second, let's congratulate the Denver committee
for making a fine presentation for the site for the
1988 meeting. Chairman A1 Manich gave the dates of
June 23,24 and 25 and the site will be the newly
renovated Clarion Hotel located at Denver's Stapleton

Int'l Airport. The committee is planning a number of
things for those attending to do, so start your plan
ning to attend Airliners International 88—NOW.

Third, let's talk RENEWALS. As mentioned in
this column, in the last several issues, a number of
subscribers did not renew their memberships on time
this year. Since that time (early March) probably
about 75% of those that had not renewed, have done

so. This is great, and I really appreciate these
folks continuing their support of the Society. The
only proplem with so many late renewals is that it
kicks one heck of a hole in the budget planning for
the year. While I hoped that all those, or most of
those, that had not renew, would, I really couldn't
plan on it. You will note, however, regardless of
whether you had renewed or not, all members of record
received issue number one of Volume XIII. I felt
that a number of those that had not renewecJ, would,
and this eliminated the need to mail out issues
of the LOG as those people renewed,
it was cheaper to do it this way.
bulk mailing rate. For those that had not renewed
prior to the mailing of issue number two of Volume
XIII, I have had to send them issuenumber two at
the regular printed matter rate, which is quite a
bit more than our permit mailing rate. Htppefully
we will not have that problem for the coming year.

convention.a hobbyist ●● (hit Is (he meet fof youl

If you did not obtain these items at AI 87,
See advert inSOUTHERN FLORIDA AIRUNE HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION

Children 6-12 ● SI.OO Under 6 Free!ADMISSION: Adults - S3.00

DISPLAY/SALE/TRADE TABLES: S18.00 (6 FT.) INCLUDES 2 FREE ADMISSIONS

HANGAR SALE FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TABLE RESERVATIONS CALL

BRYANT PETITT (404) 292-6969 (DAYS)
JOHN JOINER (404) 487-3732 (NIGHTS)

OR WRITE: BRYANT PETITT, 3756 WINDSOR CIRCLE, CLARKSTON, GA 30021

Once again I must request those of you that are
planning on moving or in the process of doing so,
please be sure to notify Society headquarters of your
new address as soon as possible. We have had a large
number of members moving about over the summer, and

did not take the time to notify HQ of their new
This not only delays the member receiving

their LOG, but also costs the member additional money.
If you have had your post office return other than
first class mail this past summer due to extended
vacation periods, please let us know whether or not
you received the last issue of the LOG (Volume XIII,
No. 2, which was mailed in early August). Your total
cooperation in this mailing business is essential to^
the smooth operation of the Society. Please help us.

(AIRLINER SHOW)

INCLUDING

MEMORABILIA

& COLLEaABLES

SATURDAY

OCTOBER 24, 1987

many
address.

X^smi Int'l Airport

m/jAUdN HOBBY
^^^NADA LTD.9:30 a.m. to 4:30 pjn.

at

93 BRIARWOOD AVE,

REXDALE, ONTARIO.
M9W 6C9

The Playhouse at the VISCOUNT HOTa

5301 N.W. 36th Street - Miami, Florida 33166 - (305) 871-6000

A'fport shuttle - Blue and White van leaves the hotel on the hour.
I would like to report that we have had a

number of new people join the Society. We are now
up to membership 2010. Needless-to-say that was
very happy when we passed the 2000 mark. (This, o
course, does not mean that we actually
active members, just that we have used the 2000th
number available to us.) I wcDuld like to thank
those of you that have been with us from the hegi 9-
Your continued support has been greatly appreciated.
Without you, those that are enjoying the Sj'^^^ty now
would not be able to do so. I would like to thank
all of you that have become members of the bociecy.
It is through your memberships that the Society has
been able to continue. We hope to continue to 9''ve
you the type magazine you want and to serve you, the
members, the best we can in the coming years.

Saturday, 24 OCT 87
TORONTO SWAP AND SALE

Howard

(Ontario), Airport Hotel,
to 5 p.m.
"Bring your material for sale
or swap".
Postcards,
aviation,
ordnance items available.

Admission $2.

Venders must register by 19 SEP
87, Tables are CAN $35.
Sponsored by WAHS member Chris
Nottingham of Aviation Hobby
Canada Ltd.

For more details, call: Chris
Nottingham 416/675-7656 (after
6 p.m.) or write him at 93
Briarwood Ave., Rexdale, Ont.,
Canada M9W 6C9.

Johnson Toronto

9 a.m* Slide shows of airliners (past and present)

★ Model airliner contest

* Photo and slide contests

* Trading/buyins/selling for anything the airliner enthusiast could ever want

* Trivia Contest

s 1 ides,

train.
models,

andcar

The Southern Florida >Nf1inc Historicat Association (SFAHA) is an all^volunteer association ol friends. Open to
anyone with on airline hobby or professionat mterest in the Industry, past and present. Interests include airline
and/or airfinc histories, routes, photography, exhibits and the collectibles of ell materials associated with the

irrdustry (photographs old and new, postcards, shirts, timetables, books, model hts and memorabilia). Break out
your collectibles and bring them out and share your memories with your fellow collectors. In the long run,

We have a very good
ADMISSION:

DISPLAY/SALE/TRADE TABLES:

AduitS-»250 Criildfcn under 12 with anadult-FTtEE

1 Table :

2 Tables:

3 Tables:’

J15.00

*20,00

*25.00

(Indudes 2 FltEE admissions)

(indudes 3 Fl^ admissions)

(includes 4 REE adnusslons)
Until the next issue, happy collecting.

Call DON or LINDA LEVINE at 681-5187 or 687-2922 for Table ReseAration and Information.

Dave Jones - Model Contest Coordinator 963-1043
53
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BUYING
Advertising Rates for CAPTAIN'S LOG

WANTEDAIRLINE TIMETABLES, SCHEDULES, BROCHURES,

LITERATURE

FACTORY MODELS: BOEING 707^ DOUGLAS DC-8^ DC-7^

DC-^^ CONNIES^ CONVAIRS AND MARTINS.
^AVIAnON HOBBY

^^:^NADA LTD.
$80.00

60.00

40.00

20.00

Full page
3/4 page
Half page
1/4 page

If advertisement is not camera ready, there is
an additional charge of SIO.OO

We will stuff YOUR flyer in the envelope
of the LOG for $60.00 per page._ If your
flyer is larger than 8i by 11, it must be
folded by YOU before you send it in for
mailing.

If you have any questions with regards to these
rates, please contact Society HQ at 3381 Apple
Tree Lane, Erlanger, KY 41018 or call HQ at
(606) 342-9039. We will be happy to work with you
to advertise your product or service in the
CAPTAIN’S LOG.

....OFFICIAL AIRLINE GUIDES

We buy singles or box lots, send list, or send
93 Briarwood Avenue

Rexdale. Ontario.
M9W 6C9

Tel: (416) 675-7656

MIKE EDEN

8037 MILLCHASE
LEWISVILLE^ NC

material on approval.

199 Wayland Street

North Haven, CT 06473
(203) 288-3765Carl Loucks (919) 945-2292

Society member Chris Nottingham is now
offering post cards under the name of

RHCL hasAviation Hobby Canada Ltd.

a very nice selection of cards that are

well presented in their latest catalog.
Included on the list are a number of

card prodiicers that you do not normally
see on orost other dealers list,

to the address above and ask how you
can receive this list,

also producing post cards.

you saw their advert in the LOG!

The Postcard Post

niRLINES

YESTERDWrite

PP3, Box 268

Boonville, NY 33309AHC Ltd. is

Tell them
Gins moM SKIES gone by

Paul F. Collins
Looking for rare and hard-to-find postcards

Pewter Logo on 11 oz. Ceramic Mug $6.00
on Pewter Tankardshowing airline airplanes? The Postcard Post

SALT BOX INDUSTRIES $20.00

Post OHce Bo* 507

Witidicster. Nt:w Hampshire 03470
has been selling such cards to advanced col- Mohawk / Black Allegheny / Cobalt Blue ●

Lake Central / Cobalt Blue Empire / Orange
Air North / VTiite

Trans Canada / Midnight Blue

Hughes Airwest-Bonanza, West Coast S Pacific

above yellow logo

Republic-North Central & Southern / White

Peoples Express / Tan Western / Midnight Blue

Northeast / Yellow

lectors for many years through its mail auc-For Sate NEW!!! Airline glassware ircpict*>g logos n( your lovonto
air carriers, ^0'/i oz. okJ-leslvocied sham-bottorned glassware is

screen printed a single color. Imprmt average indies. Order ony
niFnber divisiUe by (our. Great Conversation Pieces! III!

Altair / Lt. Blue

If you'd like the chance to bid ontions.

rare and hard-to-find airline postcards, just

send us a card or letter and let us know. We

Balfour
also have occasional mail auctions of "air-P.O. Box 10536 ● Tampa. Ft 33679.813-837-3990

— ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER -

WINGS

CAP BADGES

Pewter Lapel Pin
Pewter Belt Buckle

$2.00

$8.00
MINIATURE WINGS

LAPEL PINS
When you write, let us know ifport" cards.

Yesterday's Airlines

784 Fairway Circle

Baldwinsville, NY

13027

Send orders to;
Mix or Match

you'd like the "airline" or "airport" auctionBreniff Intemetional (orange]
Chicago & Southern [green]
Delta [dark blue]
Lake Central [red]
Mohawk [black]
North Cental [blue]
Southern [blue]
Wien Air Alaska [blue]

Bonanza [black]
Capital [red]
Colortel [yeUow]
Frontier (red)
Mid-Continent [white]
Nationel [light blue]
NorU^ast [blue]
Western [light brown]

material, or both.

SIS per set/
4 TotalAVIATION HISTORY AVAILABLE HERE

3Smm Color slidea

Covering all types of Aircraft... Military, Civilian,
V(arbirds, Antique, Homebuilc, and Commercial.

Audio Recordings
Audio casaecte recordinga of eome of the older participants
in aviation over the paat sixty years,
discussions of the way it was a

Research Service

With your requests we will check through a library of
20,000 black and white negatives that go luck to the late
twenties and early thirties.

New and used

1^

NATIONAL.

Hawx Planes
pnONTIEn AinulNES

EDDY J. GOALFirst person
long time ago. AtmUftiS AVIATION PHOTOGRAPHY OF MIAMI

244 N.W. 32nd Ct„ Miami. FL 33125
Phone; (305) 642-5297

-X

G Fine Craited, Custom-Built

Scale Aircraft Replicas

Southern

Prints are made to order.

(373; 543-0364

48067

Patrick Hawkey, Builder
711 N. Connecticut

'' ' V AIRLINES
“NTRAL ^

Discount prices from $.58 ea.(10 minimum
items ordered). Airmail postage included.

Over 30,000 slides for sale. If you are
not a customer yet, send for our FPEE
slide lists and FREE slide,

call us at the above number and address.

If you wish to leave a message please
call 305-649-5697.

Books

● Royal Oak, Ml *
ESTERN

Please send $2.00 and we will forwarda catalog of available
slidea and five slides of older commercial aircraft.

Write or

Most types, all eras.SALT BOX INDUSTRIES
P.O. Box 507

Winchester, NH 03470

BOX 66B

BEECnER ILLINOIS 60401
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PROFESSIONAL AVIATION PHOTOGRAPHY

Attention Photo Col lectors... PROFESSION^\L AVI-

TION PHOTOGRAPHY introduces TOP QUALITY color
prints of airliners from around the world.
Each of our monthly lists features 30 of the
most interesting airliners operating in the
world today, as well as airliners no longer
operating. Also we will offer specialized
lists of just one type of airliners for those
who have special interests. We know yoj will
just love these orints. We of-^er four sizes:

X 5 COLLECTOR Series; 5 X 5; 8 X 12; and
the large 11 X 14.
the first two lists and a free COLLECTOR Series
sample.

NEW CARDS FOR THE COLLECTOR

4

The International Airline World Publishing Co
has produced several hundred Historical Collect
or Post Cards. Only 500 copies of each of these
cards is being printed. The cards represent many
aircraft and color schemes never before printed
as post cards. If your interested in getting in
on purchasing this attractive set of cards, write
to the address below for additional details and

their current listing of cards.

One Dollar (US) gets you

For your lists and sample pho'o;

PROFESSIONAL AVIATION PHOTOGRAPHY

Phillip R. Glatt

15610 Bull Run Road Apt #K-517

Miami Lakes, FL 33014 USA

I.A.W.P. Company
140 W. Possum Road

Springfield, OH 45506

PASSENGER AIRLINERS
OF THE UNITED STATES

All checks/money orders payable to Phil Glatt

(V

Postcards
ORIGINAL & AIRLINE ISSUES

PROPELLERS - JETS

DOMESTIC & WORLDWIDE

HARD TO FIND - FAIR PRICES

MULTI-CARD DISCOUNTS

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
THE BOOK'S PLIRPOSE is to provide an easily usabk

and indexed photo guide to a significant number of large and
small, domestic and foreign-built, air transports delivered to
U.S. carriers between 1926 and 1986. The basic criteria for a

type's inclusion was its use in the delivery of passengers over
routes—short, medium, or long—within this country and
overseas. To that end, we include 143 examples only of fixed-

wing, passenger<apable planes from the past sixty years.
Each aircraft is illustrated, in so far as possible, in the livery of
various American airlines.

8V2 X U, 200 pages, 390 photos, full-color cover, softbound.

Jack Greenbaum

1085 Helena Drive

Sunnyvale, CA 94087

$1295 ADD $1.50 POSTAGE FOR SINGLE ORDERS.

Pictorial Histories Publishing Company
713 South Third V\fest, Missoula, MT 59801, (406) 549-8488


